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LEAD POISONING AND CHILDREN,

THURSDAY, DECEM1WR 2, 1982
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HOUSE Or-REPRESENTATIVES,. ,
SyBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND arHE ENVIRONMENT, '

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND gOMMERCE,
,Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant tb call, at 10:20 a.m., in room
2322, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Henry A. Waxman
(chairman) presiding.'

Mr. WAXMAN/. The meeting of the s4committee will come to
order. Several of -our-olleagues will be joining us in a short time,.
after they respond to the vote on the House floor; but we are late
in getting this meeting started, so I would like us to tpegin, at this
time.

This morning, the subcommittee will examine one of our most
discouraging public health problems: the preventable poisoning of
our Nation's chilaren by tead.

According to a recent national survey, an unaccOtable 4 percent
ot the chiltiren in this conntry aged 6 months through 5 years have
high blood:lead levels. The problem is particularly acute among
poor, minority children in ipner-city neighborhoods.

Lead poisoning threatens the life chances of these children. De-
pending on the extent of the poisoning', a child may experience re-
tardation, behavioral difficulties, and learning disorders.

The real tragedy is that this damage is preveraable. We have the
technology to detect high blood-lead levels. Screening children, for
lead poisoning is not very expensive, and the cost pales in compari-
son .to the cost of educating and treating them once their brains
have been damaged.

This is not a new problem. Over 10 years ago, Congress enacted
legislation to address it. Known as the lead-pased paint poisoning
prevention program, the legislation made grant funds available, to
local governments primarily to detect and treat poisoning that
occurs when young children 'eat lead-based paint. Between 1972
and 1980, the program screened nearly 31/2 million children. '

In 1981, the Reagan administration proposed to repeal this pro-
gram and_to put 75 percent of the funding into a large preventive
health block grant with.10 other programs. Eventually, it was in-
cluded in the,maternal and child health services block grant, and
the funding was cut 18 percent.

The result'is sadly predictable. Funding for lead screening efforts
plummeted from $8.4 million in fiscal year. 1981 to $5.9 million in
fiscal year 1983. At the same time, the.cost da screening went up.
In the 24 States for which data,are'available, staff estimates that

(1)
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the number of' children screened will ditop from nearly 1.1 millioii
in fiscal year 1981 to about 640,000 in this fiscal year.

1. would at this' point ask unanimous consent to insert in the
record a legislative history of the lead-based paint poisoning pre-
ve.ntion program and a table describing Federal funding for this ac-
tivity froth fiscal year 1981 to fiscal year 1983, on a State-by-State
basis.

The purpose of this hearing iS to explore the consequences\of
these disturbing trends fbr tN children and the Federal Govern-
ment.

What ar4 the causes'Of lead poisoning, and what effect doeS it
have on the, health and the life chances of children?

What has happened to Federal, State, add local efforts to address
childhood lead poisoning?

How can we avoid further loss of resources for lead screening
and treatment?

[The legislative history and table referred to follow:.:

e,
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,LRGISLATIVi HISTOPY OF '7H7
LEAD-BASER PAINT POISONING PREVENT1'),

Susan Bailey
Analyst in Social Legislation

'Education and Public Welfare Division
September 28, 1982

1. ENACTMENT OF THE LEAD-BASED PAINT POISONING, PREVENTION PROGRAM

In 1971, Congress en:cted the Leal-Based Paint Oloisoning Precentioe Acts ,

P.L: 91-695, to authorize programs to eliminate the catIS'es of,lead-based paint

'oisoning and detect and treat incidents of such poisonings.. Prior to that time,

no Federal a'Uthority existed to specifically fund.such pro)ects. However, some

00.
financial assistance was available to local communities for screening and treat-

ment services under Section 314 of the Public Health Service (PHS) Act and

title V, Maternal and,Child Healt11,nd Crippled Chiidrens Services, of the So-

cial Security Act. 1/ In addition, other localities funded their own lend control

programs to which the Department of Health, Education, and Melfare (HEN) pro-

vided technical assistance. 2/

Congress enacted P.L. 91-695 in response to concerns that childhood lead,

poisgnIng was reaching epidemic proportions in most large cities. Hearings on

the proposed legislation invariabl;i documented the cause of such poisoning a;

the repeated ingest1on of chips and flakes of lead-containing paint and plaster

from the walls, and woodwork of old and poorly maintained pre-

World War II homes. 3/ In general, these residences were located in inner cities,

inhabited §y low-income families wi,th large numbers of children. As a result, the

1/ C.S. Congress. Sep.ate. Labor and Public Welfare Subcommittee on
Healtii. Hearing on Lead Based Paint Poisoning, 91st Cong., 2d Sess.,
Nov. 23, 1970. p. 200-201.

Ibid, p. 43.

3/ U.S. Congress. House. Badking and Currency Subcommittee on Housing.
Hearing to Provide Federal Assistance for Eliminatiqg the'Causes of Lead-Based
Paint Polsoning, 91st Cong., 2d Sess., July 22 and 23, 19)0. p. O.

e
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high incidence of lead poisoning was almost solely cdnfined to young children'

living in c'ity srums. 4/
;

About 200 children died from lesd poisoning each year with 2 year olds

0

accounting for more than 50 perc'ent of those deaths. Other children suffered

\\irreversible brain injury. An estimated 400,000 children per year were lead

'sick, according to the Senate Labor and Pufilic Welfare Committee report on

the 1971 legislation. Although 12,000 to 16,000 children were annually treated

for lead poisoning and survived, half.of them remained mentally retarded. 5/

The House Banking and Currency Committee 6/ report on the legislation stated

that children inflicted with lead poisoning required lifetime medical treatment

estimated to cost about $250,000 per child. The cost of removing lead paint from

resddential housing units was relatively small in comparison. 7/

4

P.L. 91-695 authorized two project grant programs to be administered by

DHEW. Title I of.the Act authorized grants to local governments to detect and

treat incidents of lead-based paint poisoning. Localities were to offer:

4/ U.S. Congre'ss. Hou;e'.7 Committee on Banking and Currency. Lead-Based

Paint Elimination Act of 1970. Report to Accompany H.R. 19172. House Rept.

No. 91-1463, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. Washington% U.S. GovO Print. Off., 1977.

p 2.

5/ U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.

Leadiased Paint Elimination Act of 1970. Report to Accompany HZ/19172.

Senate Rept. No. 91-1432, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.

Off., 1970. p. 2.

6/ The authority for the Lead-Based Paint Poisonir, Prevention program

was transferred in 1974 from the House Banking and Curre Icy Committee to the

Interstate and Forelg,51 Commerce Committee as a result of changes made in

committee jurisdictIon by the Bolling Committee.

7/ U.S. Congress. House. Committee' on Banking and Currency. Lead-Based

Paint Elimination Act of 1970. Report to Accompany H.R. 19172. p. 3.

4.
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.(1) educational program; to alert the cOmmunity to'the health hazards and prevalenC'e

of lead-based paint poisoning among children of inner city areas; (2) testing

programs tO detect incidents of lead-based paint po(soni4 among community residents,

and prompt medical treatment for afflicted individuals; (3) intensive followup

programs to insure identified Cases of lead-based paint poisoning were proteCted

against further exposure to lead-based paints in their living environment; 'and

(4) other itctivities to eliminate lead-based paint poisoning. Title II of the

Act authorized grants to local.governments to conduct testing programs to detect

the presence of lead-based paints on residential surfaces, and then to eliminate

such hazards from all interior surfaces, porches, and exterior surfaces to which

children were commonly exposed.

Titl'e III of the Act required ete Secretary of Housing and Urban Develop-

ment (HUD), in consultation with the Secretary of HEW, to operate a demonstration

and research program to study the problem of lead:based paint poisoning in the

U.S., particularly in urban areas. Title IV of P.L. 91-695 prohibited.the fu-

tuee use of lead-based paint in residential structures constructed or rehabili- '

tared by ehe Federal government or with any form of Federal assistance.

,The Act also defined "lead-based paint" to mean any paint containing more

than 1 percent lead by weight (calculated as lead metal) in the total non-

volatile content of liquid paints or in the dried film of paint already applied.

P.L. 91-695 authorized the following amounts for these programs:

FY 1971 FY 1972

Title I $3,330,000 $ 6,660,000

Title II .5,000,000 10,000,000

Title III. 1,670,000 3,340,000

Total $10,000,000 $20,000,000

(Th
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prJgrams firs't authorized by P.L. 91.-695 were revised and Wended

Fy lv7o 8/ by P.L. 93-151.and through FY 1978 by P.L.,94-317.

71,ese Acts did not change the bSsic l'egialation. Major amendments centered

troand defining a safe content level of lead in paint. In 1973, P.L. 93-15f changed

rhe definition of lead-based paint to provide that prior to December 31, 1974, any

paint containing more than 0.5,percent lead would be considered lead-based. The'

Act also directed the Consumer Ptoduct Safety Commission (CPSC) Chairman to conduct

rrosearch to determine a safe pontent level of lead in residential'paint products

aid report his findings to Congress befoee December 31, 1974. This requirement w,s

?rompted'by Congressional concern that while present research demonstrated that

,,,eLcont lead was a safe standard, further research was needed to determine a

precise level. Hnless the CPSC Chafrman recommended another lead level to be

safe (sbich still could not exceed 0.5%), paint containing more,than 0.06 percent

Lead by weight would be defined a$ lead based after Decexper 31, 1974-

In December 104, the CPSC Chairman recommended tht Congress, continue the

existing eequirement that'lead levels for interior residential paints remain at

0.5 percent. 46wever, this decision was criticized, largely based on. the research

supporting it. 9;

8/ rhe pragrnm was not reauthorized until FY 1974; FY 1973 funding wans
provided under a continuing resolution.

q/ U.S. Congress. .House. Committee on Inters.tate and Foreign Commerce.

arion";1 Health Promotion and Disease Prevention Act of 1976. Report to Accom-

.lanv H.R. 12678. House Rept. No. 94-1007, 94th Cong., 2d.Sess. Washington,

4ovt, Print. Off., 1976. p. 19. ,

10
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AS a resulein 19/5, P.L. 94'-317 directed the,CPSC to further study, con-
. ---

dudt hearings, and consider recpmmendations from the Secretary of FIF.W and the National
,

Academy of Science to determine a safe lead level that could range between .06 percent

and percent. The Act then defined lead-based paint as paint containing more than

.06 percent lead by weight in the to'tal nonvolatile content of the paint, or the

equivalent measure of lead in the dried film of paint already applied, or bothun-

less the CPSC's study determined another level to be safe (not to exceed 0.5 percent).

Currently the definition of lead content in paint remains at .06 percent. ,

In addition to redefining lead-based paint, P.L. 93-151 and P.L. 94-317

changed authorization levels: P.L. 93-151 significantly increased program

authorization levels to the foli3wing amounts:.
a

1

1974 FY 1975

Title I $25,000,000 $25,000,000

Title II 35%000,000 35,000,000

Title III 3,000,000 3,000,000

$63,000,000 $6 3430 0,000
.1.

In contrast, P.L. 94-317 consolidated and decreased authorization levels for the

program to $10,000,000; $12,000,000; and $14,000,000 for FY 1976, FY 1977, and

FY 1978, respectively.. Thede decreases related authotizations more closely to amounts

appropriated for lead-based paint programs. Although $20,000,000 had been authorized

in FY 1972 for these Activities, Congress appropriated $6,500,000. A more dramatic

difference occurred in FY 1975 when $63,000,000 was authorized for the program with

one2.seventh of that amount--$9,000,000--appropriated.

P.L..93-151 and P.L. 94-317 also made a number of other amendments to the

lead-based paint programs. In 1973, P.L. 93-151 authorized grants, under title I,

to State agencies to eseablish central!,-ed laboratory facilitjes to analyze biological

and environmental lead specimens obtained from local lead-based paint poisoning



deeection programs'and expanded ihe eligibility for.grants to private nohptofit

organizations. The 1971 Act also prohibited the application Of lead:based paint

to toys, furniture, and cooking or eating utensils: ,In 1976, P.L. 94-317 cleft:

fied responsibilitie's for the agencies, DREW, HUD, and ,CPSC, administering

r'

e existing authorities under the legislation (DHEW, HUD, and CPSC).

In 1978, P.L. 95-626 repealed.titles i7and II of P.L. 91-695.aad amended ,*

Part A of title III of the Public Health Service Act to autho,ize the lead
*

bar,ed paint poisoning prevention programs under Sec. 316. he Act extended the

program thrdugh FY 1981 and authorized $14,000,000 for each of the fiscal years

1979 and 1980, and $15,000,000 in FY 1981 for the program.

III. CONSOLIDATION UNDER THE MCH BLOCK GRANT

Tile leadbased paint poisoning prevention program wacF, most recently amended

by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act, P.L. 97-35, Olich_ponsolidated the

program under the MCH Services Block Grant with 7 other Federal health programs.

The Reagan Administration, in its Budget proposal for FY 1982; originally pro

.,

posed to consolidate 10 categorical programs including leadbased paint into a

Preventive Health Services Block Grant, and an additional 15 such programs in

eluding the MCH program into a Healtfi Services Block Grant. Under.theae blocks,

States'would deciae on the use of block grant funds, services to be provided,

and Impulations to be s'Irved. At thq sas;e,time, Federal funding for thele pro

grams would be reduced.

Concern was expressed that the inclusion of health programs for women and child

' ren in a block grant with other kpalth programs would severely decrease funding for

maternal and child healthrelated programs and
reduce services available to these

populations. As a result of these Concerns, as well as others, Congress enacted
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P.L. 97-35 which consolidated certain major Federal health programs for wdErp-and

children into a single MCH Block Grant. According to its report on the legislation,

the House Energy and Commerce Committee expected this consolidation to encourage

States to develop a more systematic and comprehensive approach to providing health

care to mothers and children, particularly thnse of low-income. 10/

Under che MCH Block, States elect the health services, including lead-

based paint poisoning prevention services, they wish to provide. Between 85

and 90 percent of the block grant appropriation is allotted among States based

on the State's proportion of total funds allotted to all States in FY 1981 under

certain categorical programs now included in the block. These categorical pro-

grams include MCH and.crippled childrens services, supplemental security in-

come services for disabled children, lead-based paint poisoning prevention,

genetic diseases, sudden infant death syndrome, hemophilia treatment centers,

and adolescent pregnancy. In Order to receive an allotment, States must spend

three State dollnrs fgr every four Federal dollars received through the block

grant. Between 10 and 15 percent of the block grant appropriation is reserved for

.MCH projects of regional and national significance, research and training, and

genetic di.sease and hemophilia progams. These programs are administered at

che Federal level.

P.L. 97-35 also required States to prepare annual reports describing their

intended program expenditures; statements of assurances; and reports on block grant

activities; as well as biennial audits on program expenditures.

10/ U.S. Congress. House. Committee on gnergy and Commerce. Omnibus

Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981. Report to Accompany H.R. 3982. House

Rept. No. 97-158, Vol. II, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. Washington, U.S. Govt. l'rint.

Off., 1981. p. 50.

-1 3
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IV M Acc,',41,1,11M1..N

:3ince the enactment,of the lead based paint poianning preventlon program,

tb-e ,,ercenrage of screened children found to have dangerous levels of lead in

their bloodstream has decreased from 7.5'percent_in 1972 to 4 percent in 1981.

getween 1972 and 1980, 3,475,000 children were screenkd by the program. Of that

oumher, 228,000 were,identified with lead toxicity. 11/ In 1981, 54 projects

were funded under Sec. 31b 'of the PHS Act. 12/ During that year, 535,000 children

-re 'screened with 22,000 identified with lead toxicity. 13/

It 3hou1d be noted that although these programs placed priority'on screening

Aty children for lead-based paint pol,soning, all children,were screened to

detect this problem. Mass screenings in the 1970s provided.evidence that

:bilacea residing in old inner city slums were at the highest r4k of le'ad

Ing, hut the problem of undue exposure to lead extended far beyond "lead

bolt.9- and the poor. 14/ The Cause of severe lead poisoning, with rare exceptions,

remans 1tion of paint or exposure to other high dose sources, such as in-

properly glazed esirthenware. IS/ However, a more careful look at the lead

,eurce. in a child's environment has shown that airborne lead (particularly

lead 4,tt1ed in dust and dirt), represents an important source of exposure

wl,!ch can craae minor or modezate elevation of blood lead levels. 16/

Telephone conversation with officials at the Centers for Disease
trol (C't.7), Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), September 1982.

Print-put from the Office of Maternal and Child Health, DHHS,
reeiWd eptember 1982

13! Telephone conversation with CDC officials, deptember 1982,ezr

:4 'hIsolm, Julian J., Jr. and David M. O'Hara. Lead Absorption in

talrimore-Munich, Urban and Schwarzenberg, 1982. p. 6.

!hid, p. 7.

In/ lhid, p. 6.

9
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1971

FUNDING HISTORY, FY 197IFY 1982

Authorization Appropriation

$10,000,000

1972 20,000,000 $ 6,500,000

1973 2/ 6,500,000 2/ 3/

1974 63,000,000 11,000,000 3/.

'1975. 63,000,000 9,000,000

1976 10,000,000 3,500,000

1977 12,000,000 8,500,000

'1978 14,000,0001 8',590,0d0

1979 14,000,000 10,250,000

1980 14,000,000 11,250;000'

1981 15,060,000

1982 4/ 4/

1/ No appropriations were made for the research authcrity specified under
title IIL of the P.L. 91-695. However; research has been conducted as direcmed
by title III by the Department of Housing and Urban Development under its Weral
research authority.

2/ The program was not Teauthorized until FY 1974; FY 1973 funding was
proviTled under a continuing resolution.

%

3/ An additional $4,500,000 Was appropriated in FY 1973 but was impounded
by th; Admininistration. This sosount was later made available in FY 1974
.bringing the funding level for zfie program up to 811,000,000 for that.year.

4/ P.L. 97-35 authorized $373,000,000 for the MCH Services Block Grant

for TY 1982. Congress appropriated $347,520,000.under a continuing resolutiod

for FY 1982. An additional $24,480,000 was provided under urgent supplemental
appropriations increasing funding to $372,000,000 for FY 1982.

Source: Financial Management Branch, Centeis for Disease Control, DHHS.
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V
FEDERAL FUNDING FOR

LEAD-BASED PAINT POISONING PREVENTION
(IN THOUSANDS)

DECEMBER 2,, 1982

21ATE

Arkantas
California
Connecticut
Delagare
District of

Columbia
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana

EX al*

$ 157.2
40.4

199.4
115.7

289.0
241.4
795.0
-

EX 12.**

$ 88.0
.0.0

199.4
151.9

403.7
210.0
(31)

-.

(1/)

(2/)

EX Al** %

$ 88.0"
0:0

173.5
.137.4

137.0
473.9,
3/)

'

4t83.1

PERCENT
=EAU
(INCREASEI
FY 81 --FY 83 ***

44%
100%
13%
(19%)

53%
28%
NA
(A/)

Iowa 30.0 24.0 4 0 100%

Rentucky , .,296.0 140.0 140.0 .53%

Louisiana *. 250.0 202.6 202.6 19%

Maryland 416.2 304.0 304.0 27%

Massachusetts 735.8 735.8 735.8 0%

Michigan 600.7 450,.5 450'.5 , - 25%

Missouri 627.7 45.0 ' F, .45.0 93%

Nebraska 186.0 238.8 155.0 17%

New,Jersey
1077:0 1206.0 109610. . 2%

New,York .1699.0 1381.7 1217.0 19%

North Carolina 40.4 30.0 .:25,0 -38%

Ohio -
401.0 175.7 161.2 60%

PennsylvaDia . 609.7 740.0 a/ NA

Rhbde Island 153:8 150.0 150.0 Ot

South Carolina 415.2 NA - 170.T 41%

Tennessee NA NA NA NA

Texas
'53.84 e 0.0 0.0 100%

Virginia 352.9 ' 140.0 140.0 60%

Wisconsin 375.0 228.0 111.6 60%

Chart prepared by Subcommittee staff based on informat on supplied by

i
.the Department of Health and Human Services and Congre sional Research

,q@tvice. These figures do not reflect funding for lea screening ,

adtivities, it any, from Federal housing and environmeAal programs.

* Grants under cat9or ical lead-bastd paint poisoning prevention

program.

** Funds under Maternal and Child Health Service Block Grant.

*** Does not reflect loss in purchasing power due to inflation.

1/ Increased funding in FY 1962 over FY 1981 is mainly due to

increased adminstrative costs. Reflecte some increase in

services.

2/ Of this amount, $339,000 represents
funds received under the

categorical lead program between 7/1/81 and 6/30/82. The

remainder, $64,700, represents funds allocated from D.c.'s

Maternal-and Child Health Block Grant between 7/1/82 and 9/30/82.

3/ State and local officials could not provide exact funding for lead

activities under the Maternal and Child Health Services Block

Grant%

A/ Indiana is allocating funds to lead screening for the first time.

1 6
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Mr. WAXMAN. I would like to have the recortimote that we will,
at this point, insert any opening statements ghat our colleagues
wish to hate made, had they been here, or to insert it even if they
have not prepared a statement to deliver in person.

Our'first witness is Dr. Wald J. Sencer, Commissioner of Health
for the city of New York, andtKirk A. Johnson,.assistant director,
National Coalition for Lead'Control, Center for Science in the
Public Interest.

I would like to welcome you boVa to this hearing today.
Dr. Sencer is familiar to us, both in his former capacity as Direc-

tor of the Centers for Disease 'Control and in his present position as
Commissioner of Health for the city of New York.

I hope you will give us the views of the Federal and local govern-
ments with regard to this problem.

Ms. Mikulski.
Ms. Muct.n.sici. I apologize that there was a delay in my, arrival.

In addition, I would just like to.comment, Mr. ChairmanI would
like to thank you for holding this most important hearing on lead
poisoning and children.

You and I have done long battle on something called the Clean
Air Act, and one of the-areas we were most Concerned about was
the auto emissions and the lead content in that because of its
public health damages.

We have not yet resolved the Clean Air Act. We knoW that we
have a mechanism in this country that is realizable in achieving
public health controls in this country, our special program to deal
with lead poisoning prevention.--eAtave gone to something Called
block grants, and that has meant that wonderful programs are now
competing with each other for limited resources.

I thank you for holding this hearing to see what is the impact of
that, likause the Lead-based Poisoning Act is now in the maternal
child health block grant.

I came to this Congress with a background in so'cial work, and I
remember, as a young welfare worker, going thtough the streets of
Baltimore, and working with our local public liealth department,
then one of the best in the country, because one of the enormous
problems was the problem of lead paint in Baltimore's ghettos..

Even though we have accomplished a lot, we still have very seri-
ous pfoblems. I am proud to say that in 1972, Baltimore was one of
the first to establish a program when a national program was es-
tablished. When I talk to my mayor and to the people at the Ken-

. nedy Institute, running a program like this, I find the need is still
there.

Our problem is that th e. money is not there.
Now, I know what has happened in Baltimore, but I than1k you

for holding this hearing so we can see nationally if what is pen-
ing to the demise of my program in Baltimore is also happening
nationally, and what is the impact of this on children, because if
we can't protect children from lead-based poisoning, I think we
have serious national problems.

I know we are debating nuclear waste on the House floor. We
have been exploring what to do in case we are bombed in a nuclear
war.

14-591 0 - 83 - 2
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So, Pe41e said we should paint our houses with lead paint; 35
coats would do. A bettf r way to protect America's children would
be to rid housing of that lead-based paint.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you for your aaternent and kind sytords to
o me.

Dr. Sencer, we have your prepared statement and w11 make that
a part of the record.

STATEMENT'OF DAVID J. SENCER, M.D., COMMISSIONER OF
HEALTH, NEW YORK CITY

Dr. SENCER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Ms. Mikulski. My pre-
pared statement is not very well prepared, because yesterday Iwas
in the State capital of New York State trying tO find out what is
happening to our lead-based-paint program in New York City. I
had to find out before I could prepare the statement.

I am here today representing not only New York City, but also
the Conference of City Health Officer's. I do not propose to talk
much about -the problems of lead-based-paint poisoning. There are
others testifying today who are much more expert in that area
than I am. I would like to talk a little bit about the extent of the
problem; how the fund§ are distributed, and the liroblems we are
facing in trying to deal with these issues at the present time.

The prciblem is one that is a national problem, but not an equal-
ly distributed problem throughout the Nation. It is not equally dis-
tributed within the cities of this country. In New York City, for ex-
ample: we have boroughs ihat have practically no lead-based-paint
poisoning 'problem, and in other areas where as many. as 31/2 per-
cent of the .children screened have elevated -1,tbod-lead levels. This
correlates very nicely, with the older areas of any. of our major
Northern cities where the older housing was 'painted', with lead-
based paint. The costs of removing the paint, or renovating the
housing, would be so astronomical that we have decided the sim-
plest way is to protect children is by early education and treatment
of those found to be in difficulty.

Lead poisioning is one ot two Federal programs incorpdrated into
the block grants but whoich are ve,.-y uneq,ually distributed through-
out the country. Both are basically community environmental sani-
tation problems. The other program is the rodent control-program,
which 'again is a problem of the .inner-city slums, which is being
attacked as a health problem because of the prospedt of rat bites.
But the basic problem is our inner city. I would like to discuss
these together because the etiologies are poverty and the medha-
nism of funding is similar.

When the Federal GOvernment first began supporting State and
local public health programs, the funding was a formula grant in
the 1940's. This now is euphemistically being called a block grant,
which some health officers say is a way of blocking services from
reaching the people who are really iri need of them. The formula
grant at that time was for general' public health programs, and it
Was derived by population figurest weighted by per capita income
with a minimum amount being guaranteed for each State. Since
this was for general support of public health pxograms, ther9 was
no attempt made at that time to address' the extent of problems.
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When it became obvious that there were serious public health
problems in this countiy that were geographically disproportionate-
ly distributed,'Congress appropriated moneyS for project giants dis-
tributed on the basis of health problem needs rather than by the
number of people. It was found that there was rid way in which a
formula could be developed that would not be totally 'dominated by
population.

In the 1960's, when there was increased concern over the failure
of tuberculosis to repond to normal control meagures, grants were
made available for enhancing tuberculosis contrOl. We tried to de-
velop a formula to meet the needs, but there was no way ih which
a formula could be developed that would give more money to a
State such as Arkansas which had a major tuberculosis problem
without at the same time giving equal funds to Iowa, whiCh had
practically no tuberculosis.

In the 1940's and 1950's grants were made available to States for
venereal disease control and tuberculosis control with a pass-
through mechanism similar to a contract. In 1962, with the passage
of the Immunization Assistance Act, grants were made directly to
city and "local health departments with the concurrence of the
'State health department. These programs have been successful in
meeting the goals for which they were established by Congress. In
New York City, for example, we have had 12 cases of indigenous
measles this past year, and the last case was in September.

The lead-based-paint program and the rat grants have, bed-n tra-
R;onally to urban areas. This is where the problem is. As these
programs have been blended into general maternal and- child
health and prevention grants, they have lost their identity of fund-
ing and have become general support again.

It is easy to say that State government will make the decision to
continue these programs. Simultaneously with.putting these grants
into a block has come the 25-percent reduction that you have men-
tioned. If a S,tate wants tO fOcus on a problem that is more equally
distributed thrbughout its population in maternal child healthfor
example, teenage pregnancythis is.an easier decision-to make be-
cause it is throughout the whole State. But the monef, has to come
from those programs which had. at one pOint been categorical.
There is nothing to prevent the State from taking these funds froin
lead-based-paint programs to put into something else.

Congress has recognized the unequal distribation of disease in
dealing with venereal disease and immunization, and has recog-
nized that reimbursement programs such as medicaid do not ad-
dress these issues, they will not pay for the followup of venereal
disease cases for example. These are cotts that public health agen-
cies have to bear themselves. Congress in ale past has maintained
a .Wegorical approach to assisting programs that prevent disease
in t pite of the administration's efforts to lump these with-other ac-
tivities. Veneleal disease and immunization still stand as separate
programs.

I am a realist, and I recognize that increased Federal support at
this time-is unlikely for our prograrhs. I am, However, an optimist,
and I hope that Congress is realistic and pan find a manner in
which to assure the continuation of categorical support. to those
programs which are targeted to help the poor in our inner cities.

&
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Thank you. r will be glad to answer any questions that you might
have.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Dr. Sender.
Could you estimate the cost to the State or the Federal Govern:

ment of paying fof long-term care for poisoned children?
SENCER. In 1976 there was an estimate of a quarter of a mil-

lion dollars oyer a lifetime of a child. A more recent estimate in a
book on lead-based-paint poisoning estimates that the social cost of
excessive childhood lead approaches $1 billion annually.

Mr. WAXMAN. NoNk, our estimates are that New York State has
cut lead poisoning funds by 19 percent, which is less than most
other States:Can you estimate the number of children 'Who are not
being screened as a result of the cutback in New York?

Dr. SENCER. This is a proposed cut for the future. We are able to
continue screening at about the same level that , we had before.
New York State did not accept management of the block grant
until this year, so we have not been as hurt as other parts of the
country. However, in the next year that although we,may be able
to screen almost as many children, the actual screening is not the
expensive part. It is the followup of the children, bringing them to

41) needed diagnostic services, that is'eXpensive and is in.jeopardy. We
estimate that we are going to probably have to diminish our activi-
ties by 25 to 30 percent to meet our increased costs of operation.
Coupled with the increase in cost and the decrease in amount of
moneys available from the State, I think there will be about 30 per-
cent fewer'children followed than there are at the present time.

Mr. WAXMAN. What does that mean? You can do the screening.
That means you measure the level of lead in the blood?

Dr. SENCER. Yes, as part of- our routine well-baby care in certain
areas of the city where.we know that there is a possibility of eating
lead-based paint, this is part cif our routine infant care. When a
child gets a hemoglobin, they get a finger pridk that can be rapidly
screened for lead.

Mr. WAXMAN. You know this information and when you find. ele-
vated levels, what,happens?

Dr. SENCER: This means bringing the child back for additional
blood tests to confirm that finding. It means investigating the
home to see whether there are exposed surfaces, instituting correc-
tive action, at times taking legal action against the landlord and
the cost of bearing part of treating the child after that. Those _are
the kinds of things that we will not be able to do.

Mr. WAXMAN. In other words, you will tell most likely the
mother of a child who has high levels of lead in the blood that her
child has high levels of lead in the blood and if she can go do some-,
thing about it, she should go do something about it. That may
mean that they will have to go out and pay for services.

Dr. SENCER. If a Child has an urgently high level, we will find a
way to do it. The problem comes up that by not being able to do
the community work we cannot get bad( to the' houses to make
suve this does not happen again. We know that the same families
will come back unless action is taken in the home. These are the
sorts of things we will not be able to do.

Mr. WAXMAN. You talked about the block grant and we did
create a hlock'grant to have the States take over. this program with

V.
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less money and have this program complete with other programs.
Secretary Schweiker said that we are going to have the States vol-
untarily gather data on their materndl and child health efforts and
1-IHS will look for data in these reports. Have you received 'guide-
lines from HHS or the'State for rePorting on' leail poisoning?

Dr. SENCER. We have not received those as yet. As program orier-
ators we will maintain a certain basic level of information so iive
can make plans with our reduced osources. Whether our type of
data-gathering is going to be consonant with the rest of the coubtry
so that logical decisions can be made in the future, I cannot say.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much for your testimony. Mr.
Lecand, do you have any questions for Dr. Sencer?

Mr. LELANM No, thank you.
Mr. WAXMAN. We thank you for your testimony. It has been

helpful to us.
Mr. Johnson, 'bef&e I call upon you I would like to call Dr.

George Hardy from the Centers for Disease Con,trol to testify. ,
Please stay where you are. Dr. Hardy is representing the Reagan
administration. He is well known to this committee; having worked
with the former chairman, Mr. Harley Staggers, for some time, and

.now serving as Assistant Drirector of the Centers for Disease ConA
trol. I am pleased to see you again in your new capacity, and I am `-
anxious to hear the message you bring us from the administration.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE E. HARDY, Jr., M.D., CENTERS FOR DIS-
EASE CONT1i0L, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Dr. HARDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your kind welcome.
Mr. WAXMAN. Your prepared statement will be made part of the

record. We would like to ask you to summarize it so we will have a
full opportunity for questions and answers.

Dr. HARDY. I wilke pleased to summarize.
The occurreuce of lead poisoning in .children'through direct expo-

sure was first rePorted in Queensland, Australia, in 1892. The
source of lead in these children remained a mystery until 1904,
when lead paint.was implicated. Over the years, a series of scientif-
ic events have shown the devastating effectS (i.e., poof school per-
formance and overt mental retardation) of lead poisoning oil, the
brains of young children, documented first in the 1940's. In the
1950's and 1960's, hospitals in a few large Cities such as Boston,
New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Baltimore began systemati-
cally to screen high-risk children for lead poisoning. In .1979, Dr.
Herbert Needleman, then with the Boston Children's Hospital,
demonstrated the adverse effects of lQw-dose lead exposure. These
effects include poor academic performance and behavioral prob-
lems.

There are many sources of lead in the environment. These in-
clude water, airand food as background contributors. The usual
high-dose sources are lead in paint and lead in dust and soil. The
lead in dust and soil derives from lead in paint, lead from auto-
mobile and industrial emissions, and from previous land use,
among others.

,
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In 1970, the Surgeon General issued a statement which focused
- attention on prevention of childhood lead poisoning. The Congress

gave suPport to this effort by enactment of the Lead Based Paint
Poisoning Prevention Act, which you have referred to. That act
had several features. Basically it provided a screening program for
high-risk children under the direction of the t'hen Department of
Health, Education; and Welfare. It also directed HUD to eliminate
hazards of lead-based-paint poisoning in houses it owned or assisted
finanCially.

Since 1972, this Department has provided financial and technical
assistance to States and communities for establishing prograzip to
screen and identify children with lead toxicity and to provide the
necessary medical and environmental interventions. Childhood
lead toxicity is not equally, distributed geographically, and grant
funds were provided to those areas of greatest need. Over the
years, categorical grant funds totaling apProximately $90 million
have been provided to more than 100 communities in 35 States and

'the'District of Columbia.
The lead-based-paint poisoning prevention programs supported

by HHS were designed with several interlocking program elements
to insure their success. These elements were:

The screening of high-risk children;
The establishment of community education and outreach efforts;
The development .and maintenance .of laboratory analytic capa-

bilities;
The assurance of appropriate medical care and followup for those

found at risk of lead toxicity; and
,The conduct of-appropriate investigation and intervention in the

environment of any child found to have, lead tbxicity, to identgY
and remove the sources of high-dbse lead hazard from the environ-
rhent of that child.

Since 1972, States and local childhood lead poisoning prevention
programs have screened more than 4 million high-risk children and
identified over 250,000 (6 percent) with lead toxicity. The programs
identified lead hazards in 165,000 dwellings and eliminated those
hazards in 112,000. In addition, CDC initially pfovided the neces-
sary training and equipment to establish laboratory competence for
accurately measuring blood lead. There are now over 100 laborato-
ries which maintain that competence through prcificiency testing
programs and laboratory consultations. When the initial laboratory
test of choice was changed from analysis of blood lead to erythro-
cyte protoporphyrin, CDC transferred that technology through
grant funds and its laboratory training ef

iforts
and developed profi-

ciency testing for over 200 laboratories n approximatelY.1 year.
Statistics from the grant programs would indicate that while the

lead toxicity problem has not been solved, indeed there has been a
marked reduction. For example, in 1973, 11.1 percent of children
screened in high-risk project grant areas were identified with lead
toxicity; whereas in 1981, only 4.1 percent of those screened were
found to have the disease. In addition, the number of children
being found with extremely high blood levels has been greatly re-
duced, and death and overt encephalopathy from this disease have
become a rarity.

9
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However, the recently completed second Na onal Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES II) s ows that the prob-
lem of lead toxicity in 4ildren is greater than p eviously anticipat-
ed. It showed that 4 percent of the children 6 months through 5
years of age had elevated blood lead levels. Findings for'specific
groups include: Children from inner cities of large urban areas
.11.6 percent; childrerr from smaller urban areas-3.5 percent; and
children from rural areas-2.1 percent. The blood lead levels of
black children are higher than those of white children, though in
white children from relatively affluent families 0.7 percentor
seven children in every thousandwere still fouhd to .hgve elevat-
ed blood lead levels.

As you have indicated, beginning October 1, 1981, the grant
funds for the childhood lead-based-paint poisoning prevention pro-
grams were, consolidated:by the Congress into the maternal and
child health program block grant. A major purpose of the block
grants is to achieve greater flexibility for the States in fheir use of
Federal funds. With block grants,-the States can tailor their spend-

, ing to meet their own needs. Public notice of the intended use of
block grant funds and public hearings are generally required to fa-
cilitate comments from- intetested local governments and persons.
In areas such as lead-based:paint poisoning prevention, State and
loeal public health offidials have a knowledge, of local needs which
canrkot be matched in Washington or. even Atlanta...

The law requiies-, each State tO submit an.annual report on its
activities under the MCH block grant: The .Department has re-
quested that these reports be submitted by March 1983..It is ex-
pected that the States will include descriptions of activities of their
lead-based-paint programs. As the Secretary testified before the
Committee on Energy and Commerce on September 20, depending
on the contents of these reports, we will decide if we have to r in-
stitute more fopmalized procedures for data retrieval.

In the meantime, the Health Resources and Services Admin tra-
tion and CDC will continue to maintain a focus of FedceLaili

i
per-

tise n lead pbisoning prevention activities. Both the blo ad and
erythrocyte protoporphyrin proficiency testing programs will con-
tinue. When requested, technical assistance will be provided to the
States and, through them, to local communitiet. The CDC will con-
tinue to receive, analyze, and disserninate th se reports that are
voluntarily submitted by the States and local programs. We win
continue to encourage all child health programs to screen children
fOr lead toxicity and to provide the necessary medical and enviryi-
mental intervention.

There is a repository of expertise in ry(any of the States to deal
with this problem. The laboratog network and the instrumenta-
tion for identifying lead hazards remain in place. With this cont,in-
ued technical assistance and encouragement, and the block grant
funds which are now available to, the States, we antioipate lead
screening efforts will continue, particularly anhong those groups
who are at highest risk.

Mr. Chairman,' this concludes my formal remarks, and I will be
happy to try -to respond to questions.

[Dr. Hardy's prepared statement followsd

03
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TESTIMONY BY

DR. GEORGE E. HARDY, JR.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR/WASHINGTON

CENTERS .'()R DISEASE CONTROL

Mr.:Chairman,and,F6bers of the Subcommittee:

,/ am Dr. George E. Hardy, Jr., Assistant Director/Washington of:the Center's

for Disease Control (cop). I am pleased to be here today to discuss the

important iss.ue of childhood lead poisoning prevention, and tO review what

the Department of'Health and Human Services (HHS) has done about this

problem and what it proposes to do in the future.

Lead is an important chemical element which hag been used since at least

2500 B.C. The Romans used more than 60,000 tons of lead per year for over

400 years, for, among other things, lining their equeducts. According to

some historians, lead poisoning was endemic in ancient Rome. Between 1940

and 1977, the annual use of lead in the United States almost doubled from

782,000 tons to 1.5 million tons. Between 1935 and 1977, the amount of lead

used as a gasoline, additive in the United States increased sixfold from

37,000 tons to 233,000 ton's per year. Since'1977, the use of lead in

gasoline has decreased significantly as gasoline additive regulations have

been iriplemented.

Our knowledge of lead toxicity bates back at /east 2000 years. The problem

of lead toxicity in children first drew attention as congenital lead

0
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poisoning in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The occurrence of

dead'poisoning in children through direct exposure was first reported in

Queensland, Austfalia, in 1892. The source of lead in these children

remained a mystery, until 1904 when lead paint was implicated. In 1943,

Drs. Lord and Byers demonstrated the devastating effects (i.e., poor school

performance and overt mental retardation) of lead poisoning on the brains of

young children. In the 1950s and 1960's, hospitals in a few large cities

such as Boston, New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Baltimore began

'systematically to screen high risk children for lead poisoning. In 1979,

Dr. Herbert NeedleMan, then with.the Bostbn Children's Hospital,

demonstrated the adverse effects of low dose lead 'exposure. These effects

include poor academic performance and behavorial problems.

There are many sources of lead in the environment. These include water, -

air, and food as background contributors. The usual high dose sources are

lead in paint and lead in dust and soil. The lead in dust and soil derives

from lead in paint, lead from automobile and industrial emissions, and from

previous land use. Young children absorb about 4 timei more lead per unit'

ingested than adults, and the developing brain is very sensitive to the

effects of lead.

In 1970, the Surgeon General issued a statement which focused attention on

prevention of childhood lead poisoning.' The Congress gave support to this

0..
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effort ty enactment of the Lead Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act

(P.L. 91-6'75) which was signed in January,, 1971. The act was extended and

amended in 1973 by P.L. 93-151, in 1976 by P.L. 94-317, and again in 1978,

when screening provisions were incorporated into section 316 of thd Public

Health Service Act by P.L. 95-626. As implemented, the amended Act

basically provided a screening program for high risk children under.the

direction of the Department of Health and Human Services (and the

predecessor DepartMent of Health, Education, and Welfare); it also direed

the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to eliminate hazards

of lead based paint poisoning in houses it owned or-assisted financially;

limited the maximum lead content allowable in residential paint to 0.06% by

weight; and prohibited-the application of lead based lint to cooking,

eating, and drinking utensils, and toys and furniture.

Since 1972, this Department has provided financial and te'chnical assistance

to States and communitles for establishing programs to screen bncf identify

children with lead to4icity and to provide the necessary gedical and

environmental interventions. Childhood lead toxicity is not equally

distributed geographically, and grant funds were provided to those areas of

greatest need. Over the years, pategorical grant funds totaling approxiitately

$90 million have been provided to more than 100'communit1es in 35 States and

the District of Columbia.

8
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The Lead Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Programs supported by HHS were

designed with several interlocking program elements to ensure their

success. These elements were:

The screening of high risk children.

The establishment of community education and outreach efforts.

o The development and maintenance of laboratory analytic

capabilities.

o The assurance of appropriate medical care and followup for those

found at risk of lead toxicity.

o The conduct of appropriate inve;tigation and dntervention in the

environment of any child found to have lead toxicity, to identify

and remove the sources of high dose lead hazard from the

environment of that child.

Since 1972, States and local childhood lead poisoning prevention programs

have screened more than 4 million high risk children and identified over

250,000 (6%) with lead toxicity. The programs identified lead hazards in

4165,000 dwellings and eliminated those hazards in 112,000. CDC initially

provided the necessary %21,9,ihg and equipment to establish laboratory

-o
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competence for accurately measuring blood lead. There are now over

100 laboratories which maintain that competence through proficiency testing

prOgrams and laboratory consultations. When the initial laboratory test of

'choice was changed from analysis of blood lead to erythrocyte protoporphyrin,

CDC transferred that technology through grdht funds and its laboratory

training efforts and developed proficiency testing for over 200 laboratories

in approximately one year.

CDC also assisted other Federal agencies, such as the Health Services

Administration (HSA) and the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA)

within HHS, as well as other Federal Departments such as HUD and the

Department of Agriculture, to develop and implement priority lead poisoning

prevention activities. Both HSA and HCFA actively encouraged programmatic

activities within the States. HUD developed the technology to accurately

measure lead in paint on the walls of houses. Although the problem of

pediatric lead toxicity has not been solved, program reports indicate that

it has been markedly reduced. For example, in 1973, 11.1% of children

screened in high-risk project grant areas were identified with lead

toxicity; whereas in'1981, only 4.1% of those screened were found to have

the disease. In addition, the number of children being found with extremely

high b1Ood iead levels has been greatly reduced, and death and overt

encephalopathy from this disease have become a rarity.
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The recently completed second National Health and Nutrition Examination

Survey (NHANES II) shows that the problem of lead toxicity in children is

greater than previously anticipated. The NHANES II Survey is based on a

complex sampling design that represents the noninstitutionalized population

f the United States aged 6 months to 74 years. It showed that 4% of the.

children 6 months through 5 years of age had blood lead levels greater than

29 micrograms per deciliter of whole blood (the level of concern). Findings

for specific groups include: children from inner cities of large urban

areas--11.6%; children from smaller urban areas--3.5%; and children from

rural areas--2.1%. The blood lead levels of black children are higher than

those of white children, though in white children from relatively affluent

families 0.7% were still found to have elevated blood lead levels.

Effective October 1, 1981, the grant funds for the childhood lead based

paint poisoning prevention programs were consolidated by the Congress into

the Maternal and Child Health Program block grant. Block grants constitute

one of the key reforms of this Administration. A major purpose of the block

grants is to achieve greater flexibility for the States in their use'of

Federal funds. With block grants, the States can tailor their spending to

meet their own needs. Public notice of the intended use of block grant

funds and public hearings are generally required to facilitate comments from

interested local governments and persons. Bringing government decisions

closer to those who are being served is one of the most important principles

of block grants. In areas such as lead based paint poisoning prevention,

State and local public health officials have a knowledge of local needs

which cannot be matched in Washington.
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The law requires each State to submit an,annualeport on its activities i

under the MCH block grant. The 'Department has reluested that these repOris

be sUbmitted by March of l98. It is expected thit the States will include

descriptions of activities of their lead-based paint programs. As the

Secretary'testified before the Committee on Energy and Commerce on September

20, depending on the contents of these reports, we will decide if we have to

reinstitute more formalized procedures for data retrieval.

The Health Resources and Services Administration and CDC will continue to

maintain a focus of Federal expertise in lead poisoning prevention

activities. Both the blood lead and erythrocyte protoporphyrin proficiency

testing programs will continue. When requested, technical assistance will

be provided to,.the States and, through them, to local communities. The. CDC

will continue to receive, analyze, and disseminate those reports tlilat are

voluntarily submitted by the States and local programs. We will continue to

encourage all child health programs to screen children 'for lead toxicity and

to provide the'necessary medical and environmental intervention.

There is a repository of expertise in many of the States to deal with this

problem. For example, Stktewide programs were established in Maine,

Rhode Island, South Carolina, Illinois, Wisconsin, Delaware, Arkansas,

Louisiana, and the District of Columbia. In many other States, although

Statewide programs were not implemented, there is expertise in the States

and local areas to continue programs.
The laboratory network and the

instrumentation for identifying lead hazards remain in place. With this

continued technical at4stance and encouragement, and the block grant funds

which are now available to the States, we anticipate lead screening efforts

will continue, particularly among those groups who are at highest risk.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my formal remarks. I will be happy to respond

to your questions at this time.
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Mr. WAXMAN. You mentioned in your statement the Secretary's
testimony that MIS expects to receive reports on the MCH pro-
gram in general and on the lead program in particular. What infor-
thation has CDC or HHS requested from the States? What ques-
tions have you asked about the prevalence of lead poisoning in the
States' lead screening program?

Dr. HARDY. The only information which we have received is that
which has been voluntarily submitted. There has been no specific
request for detailed information, which as you know, has been the
philosophy for all the block grants. It is our expectation that we
will receive reports, detailed reports about lead activities when the
States report their activities, but there have been no specific re-

..quests.
Mr. WAXMAN. How m-e we going to know whether the States are

using Federal dollars for any worthwhile purpose under the block
grants, particularly this effort?

Dr. Hmoy. One of the requirements is that the State must pre-
pare and submit to the Secretary a report describing the intended
use of the payments the States will receive, including a description
of the population areas and localities identified as needing MCH
serviceswhich would include the lead-based-paint prevention pro-
grama statement of the State's goals and objectives for meeting
these needs, information on the types of services to be provided,
and tbe indiyiduals to be served and the type of data that the State
intends to collect respecting activities conducted with such pay-
ments. That is a statutory requirement. We expect that under that
requirement we will receive data that can be reviewed.

Mr. WAXMAN. Of course. the Secretary seemed to indicate we
would have a little bit more information than that, but what you
just indicated, was that done this year? Are these statements ever
rejected?

Dr. HARDY. In the first year of block grant awards, because of the
timeframe in which the blocks were enacted, the provisions for
public comment and the provisions for State legislative hearings
were not in fact required. There was no way the block grant funds
could have been parceled out in timely fasi\ion if that requirement
had been instituted. It will be a requirementof all future years.

Mr. WAXMAN. You say that CDC will con. inue to maintain a
focus on lead poisoning. How much money did You request in 1983,
and how much was spent in 1981?-

Dr. HARDY. The in-house C15C lead program consisted of 10
people, and, a budget of appro-ximately $500,000 in fiscal year 1982.
There was not a 'request for the continuation Of those individuals
and that money for fiscal year 1983.

Mr. WAXMAN. At all?
Dr. HARDY. That is correct. The House Appropriations Comniit-

tee did in -fact put those positions and moneys back in the bill that
was adopted yesterday, by the House.

Mr. WAXMAN. Do you think that CDC would have a difficult time
maintaining a Federal focus without any employees dealing with
the subject matter?

Dr. HARDY. These employees are people who will be moved to
other program responsibilities within the Center for Environmen-
tal Health. There is no question of their interest in tlie lead pro-
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the competence to ).espond to requests for assistance to do so. They

would be yesponsible for other primary program activities as well.
Mr. WAXMAN. You say that you will provide technical assistance

to the States. How Much money did the administration i-equest for.

technical assistance activities regarding lead for '1983, and hoW
much was spent for 1981?

Dr. HARDY. There was no specific request for technical assistance
activities in 1983. Under each o'r the block grants there is the capa-
bility to provide technical response, limited technical response to
requests from States, and that would have been carried out in

fiscal year 1981 and 1982 by the indMduals we-just spoke of, and
in fiscal year 1983 by whatever capability they could offer through
the Center for Environmental

Mr. WAXMAN. I am curiouS to know how administratively you
take people out of an area in which they are involved because yOu

do not have money for tiiem. You claim they will be working some-
where else at CDC, but they will still-be working on lead paint?

Dr. HARDY. Not primarily. They will be working within the
Center for Environmental Health, and obviously lead-based paint is

an environmental problem. They would be filling Position vacan-
cies which have occurred over the year through attrition in the
Center so the particular "lead" positions would not exist. Their
principal responsibilities would be the broad range of envirOnmen-
tal health, but as I indicated, they would tertainly attempt to re-
spond to requests in the lead-based-paint area. '

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. -Hardy, we appreciate your testimony, and the
new position you have' in relationship to us at a %hearing such as
this. We are going to break and Mr. Johnson, we will return as
soon as Ng have the opportunity to vote and get right hack.here.

[Brief rece.ss.1
Mr. WAXMAN. Our next witness is Mr. Kirk Johnson, assistant

director of' the National Coalition for Lead Control. We are pleased
to have you with us today. Your prepared statement and the coali-
tion's report on this matter will be made a part of the record, and I
ask that you summarize your statement for the subcommittee.

STATEMENT 0E. KIRK A. JOHNSON, M.S., ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,

NATIONAL COALITION FOR LEAD CONTROL, CENTER FOR SCI-

ENCE IN TIIE PUBLIC INTEREST
Mr. JOHNSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I would be glad to. We

represent a collection of 30 national and local organizations that
are dedicated to eliminating lead hazards, including the National
Uran League, .National Education Association,. Friends.' of the
Earth, and Children's Foundation. The coalition is cobrdinated by
the Cenfer for Science in the Public Interest, a non-profit consumer
advocacy group have here in Washington.

Last year Health and Human Services Secretary Schweiker testi-
fied before this-subcommittee about block grants and'in doing sb

promised that block grants would streamline the delivery of lead-
screening "dollars to local health programs to ,the- extent that 25
percent could be safely pared off the top or Federal funding with no
loss in services. After the first year of the block grant, our coalition
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decided to test this theory. We spoke with health officials in the 10
.cities with the most severe lead problems to survey the extent to
which the switch to block grants had hurt their ability to identify
and provide medical care for children with high blood lead levels.
With your consent, Mr. Chairman, I ask that our report be entered
into the record.

Mr. WAKI-CIAN. Without objection. [See p. 37.]
Mr. JOHNSON. We have summarized our findings on the chart

that I have before me now. On this chail are figures for the aver-
age operating budgets of the local lead. screening programs in the
cities that we surveyed, and the average number of children
screened for lead poisoning for 3 years: fiscal year 1981, the last
categorical-year; fiscal year 1982, the first year of the block grant;
and projections for fiscal year 1983, the cu./Tent year. ,

The effect of the block grant has been severe. During the first
year of the block grant, average operating budgets for screening
programs have declined 10. percent. Wt-ih fewer operating dollars
for these programs, staff reductions haVe been rife. Indeed, in the
cities we surveyed, staff cuts of 20 to % percent were not uncom-
mon, and with fewer people'to run the programs, fewer staff people
to go to high4ead neighborhoods, canvass for high-lead children
and test them, you can imagine the ultimate brunt of these reduc-
tions has been felt by the children.

In the first year of the block grant the average number of chil-
dren screened dropped from 14,500 children to 13,000. That again is
a drop of 10 percent. The health officials that we have spoken with
in these cities claim that the reason for these reductions in operat-
ing budgets and children screened is a 25-percent cutback because
of the switch from categorical to block grants.

Indeed, the situation for the next fiscal year does not look much
better. These health officials are projecting that by the end of this
fiscal,, year, operating budgets for screening programs will have
fallen by 35 percent, and the number of children screened for lead
poisoning will fall by 50 percent. In other words, by the end of this
fiscal year, half the children who would have received'screening
under the old categorical funding system will not receive screening
because of the block grant. We do not have to wait another year to
know that the block grant approach has failed le,ad screening pro-
grams. In our opinion if this subcommittee and Congress act now,
they can prevent the severe second-year budget cutbacks and
screening cutbacks that these health officials are forecasting.

Our coalition, has five recornmendations: First, we ask that Con-
gress remove lead-based poisoning prevention programs from the
maternal and child ,Ilealth block grant and reestablish their cate-
gorical status. This is the only way that Congress can insure that
'the Federal health dollars that you appropriate reach the high-lead
youngsters for whoin they are ,intended.

The childhood lead poisoning -is primarily, although not exclu-
-sively, an urban problem. Yet some cities with the most severe lead
problems are located in States whose rural-dorninated legislatures
are, less sensitive to urban concerns. We believe that even in States
that are well' aftuned to the importance of lead control, shrinking
State budgets and pressure to reduce, spending .may induce deci-,
sionrnakers to funnel these precious health dollars elsewhere.

3 3
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Second, Congress should sharply increase the budget for lead-
screening programs above and beyond the 25-percent cutback that
has been imposed by the Reagan administration. Figures show that
lead screening is both cOst-effective and efficient. Yet no matter
how good the program, its ultimate impact has been limited by ap-
propriations that have been quite modest. You can.see this by com-

'paring the ntimber of children who receive care for lead 'screening
with the numbers who need it. Despite the efficiency of the pro-
gram and despite its concentration on screening kids from high-
risk urban neighborhoods, only about 3 percent of the high-lead
children in the Nation can be found and cared for each year by the
Federal screening effort. Clearly, more generous appropriations are
in order.

Third, we recommend that the mandate for the lead screening
programs in the Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act be ex-
panded from focusing on the hazards of lead-based paint to encom-
pass other sources of lead. In the years since the act was passed,
health officials have been increasingly aware that, although old
lead-based paint in inner-city buildings remains the basic source of
lead for a sizable number of youngsters, the diet, soil, water supply,
and air together comprise the.major source for others. While expo-
sure to these sources is clearly not always avoidable, informed par-
ents can take steps to limit their children's exposure to lead from
canned foods, soil, dust on building surfaces, newspaper and maga-
zine inks, toys, and other contaminated materials., These avoidable
sources can contribute a significant fraction of many individuals'
.daily lead intake. We believe that a broader mandate in the act
would encourage local lead-screening programs to incorporate in-
formation on non-paint sources in their educational work. Some
programs hbe already done this. Stich a mandate would also avoid
overemphasis on lead-paint removal.

Fourth; Congress should reinstate the Centers for Disease' Cop-
trol as the agency responsible for administering the Nation's lead
screening effort. CDC's experience and its technical expertise are
shared by no other Federal body. Contrary to administration
claims that we heard this morning, many local officials rely heav-
ily on CDC's training programs, technical advice, and help with
laboratory problems. And they consider CDC's recordkeeping and
reporting requirements a valuable way-for them to judge their own
program s progress and to keep track of national trends.

Finally, Congress should allow States to establish programs of
consultation and support services to help local health departments
start and maintain lead-screening programs. Before 1981 State gov-
ernments were generally prevented from dispersing Federal grant
dollars by a provision in the act. I believe it was the first section of
the act. This provision had mixed effects. Certainly direct funding
was more efficient than channeling Federal health dollars from
CDC through States to local health departments. But by denying
States control over the purse strings for local screening efforts,
direct funding also made these State governments powerless to
begin lead-screening programs in communities that needed them Qr
'to coordinate existing programs., We believe that States with a
genuine ii)terest in promoting lead control should be allowed to
form a partnership with CDC and local health departments. We

3
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recomme.nd that the option of forming these statewide programs of
consultation zind support be extended to each State, and that CDC
be instructed to review and approve or deny each State's applica7
tion for establishing such a system.

In sum, we believe the block grant approach has done much
more harm than good, and urge the Congress to restore lead-
screening programs to their previous good health by granting the
programs categorical status by increasing funding," by giving the
programs a mandate to address nonpaint sources of lead, by rein-

-, stating CDC's authority over the program, and by allowing States a
.greater role in planning .and coordinating local lead-screening ef-
forts. I would be happy to answer any qUestions that you have.

[Testimony resumes on p. 5 4 ]
[Mr. Johnson's prepared statement and report follow:]

t

Id'
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PAINT TA.P WATER

The National Coalition for Lead Control

Statement of Kirk A. Johnson, M.S.

Assistant Director, National Coalition for Lead Control

Center'for Science in the Public Interest
before the

Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
U.S. House of Representatives

December 2, 1982

Mr. Chairmant members of the subcommittee, my name is Kirk Johnson.

I am assistant director of the National Coalition for Lead Control, a collec-

tion of thirty national and local
health, environmental, minority, urban and

children's advOcaoy organizations that are dedicated to eliminating lead

hazards. The Coalition' includes such groups as the National Education

Association, Friends of,the Earth, the National Urban League, Children's

Foundation, and the National Medical
Association, and is co-ordinated by the

Center for Science in the Public Interest.

The Coalition was formed because of warning signs that this nation may

soon witness a'marked rise in the number of children suffeeing from lead-related

health problems, without the protection
of vital programs to deal with this

hazard. ' Before 1981, the federal government
had made commendable progress in

reducing lead emissions into the environment and in diagnoding Lnd treating

children with excessive lead exposures. But the ascendance of the'Reagan

Administration brought a wholesale attack on the regulations and programs that

protect Americans from lead.

ghortly after Mr. Reagad took office, the White House directed the Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency to propose,a relaxation of controls over lead

levels in leaded gasoline, regulations that
have been credited with much of a

35% decline in Americans' blood lead levels between 1976 and 1982.1 The Occu-

pational Safety and Health Administration
subsequently announced it was

"re-evaluating" the'"feasibility" pf a Carter AcHninistration proposal to reduce

worker exposure to airborne lead by 75%.2 We recently learned that OSHA is

considering replacing its controls on lead levels in workplace air in favor

of measures that would take effect onlx after workers' blood levels rose--

a proposal 'reminiscent of canaries being sacrificed as an indicator of toxic

gag build-up in mines. The Food and Drug Administration has thus faf delayed

implementation of any regulations that would restrict lead levels in the food

supply, deipite the fact that the average
consumer receive., 7.0t of his or

her daily leed intake from the diet,3 and despite FDA and industry studies

documenting the potential hazard from.lead in food.4

Compounding the risk created by regulatory changes that will increase

everyone's exposure to lead, the Administration has also meddled with the Pro-

grams that help care for individua1s after their lead burdens become excessive.

Center for Science in the Public Interest 4 1755 S St., NW Washington, D.C. 20009

Barnbi Batts Young, Ph.D., Director

3 6
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Dy folding money for the nation4k lead-based paint poisoning prevention (lead
screening) programs into the MatAnal and Child Health block grant, and reduc-
ing overall funds for ehe block by one-quarter, the Reagan budget is gradually
crippling the federal government's only mechanism for systematically identify-
ing and providing medical care for high-loed youngsters. In a recent survW
of the ten cities with the most severe leaa problems, the National Coalition for
Lead Control found that during the first year under the block grant (FY'1982),
the 25% reduction in funds was,translated to an avErage 10% cut in the operating
budgets of lead screening programs. With fewer operating dollars, stafl reduc-'
tions,of 30-50% were rife.

Of course, the iffipact of the budget and staff cuts was ultimately borne
by the children. Ten percent fewer childfren were screened for lead poisoning
in the first year of the block grant compared to the last year of categorical
funding. This represents over 10,000 children in the ten surveyed cities
alone who did not receive adequate medical Are.

For the second year under the block grant (FY 1983), most health officials
are predicting even more severe reductions in screening and treatment. This is

.beeausekmost states initially exercised a special first-year option to receive
their reduced federal block funds in the same proportion as under categorical
grants. Thus, a lOad screening program that had received 6% of all dollars
given to maeernal and Child health activiti,es through categorical grants con-
tinued to.reeeive 6% of the reduced block grant dollars. But during FY 1983, all
health programs in the Maternal and Child Health block will compete with each
other for the shrunken block grant pool. The.political impotence of the low-
income children and families who form the principal constituency for lead screen-
ing has prompted health officials in the cities we surveyed to forecast a 352
reduction in'operating budgets, and a 50% reduction in children screened, com-
pared to the last categorical year. Mr. Chairman, I ask that the Coalition's
report on these trends be entered into the record.

These grim statistics fly in the face of the Administration's confiden
promises about how the block grant would streamline the delivery of healthWollars
without cutting back services. On Merch 26, 1981, Health and Human Services
Secretary Richard Schweiker testified before this subcommittee that block grants
would improve the efficiency of lead screening and other programs by reducing
administrative costs to such an.extent that a 25% cut in total spending for the
block could be absorbed with no loss in services.8 Evidently, the Administration
chose to ignore analyses by the Congressional Budget Office7 and the General
Accounting Office8 showing that administrative costs of a typical categorical
program consume only about 4-5% of the total grant; Opt the cost of administer-
ing the typical block grant about the same as oategorical grants; and that
block grant programs can actually have higher administrative costs than categori-
cal programs. Indeed, when pressed to justify thee' the 25% cut would not and. -

ger services,' Secretary Schweiker could produce only a "personal opinion" from
the director of Mispuri's Division of Health that his office could do a better
job without the ope-quarter of his staff that implemented the federal categori-
cal grants. We find it ironic that because of the block grant, 38 of 75 staff
members were fired from the St. Louis lead screening program last year, and
screenings fell from 14,000 to barely 10,000.

' We do not have to wait another year to know that the block grant approach
has failed for lead screen,ing grograms. If Congress acts now, it can prevent
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the severe second-year budget and screening cutbacks that are being forecast

Here are the National Coalition tor Lead Control's recommendations:

First, we ask that Congress remove lead-based poiscining prevention pro-

grams from the Maternal and Child Health block grant and re-establish their

dacegarical status. Only by restoring categorical allocation can Congress

iosure that federal health dollars reach the high-lead youngsters for whom they

are intended. Childhobd lead poisoning is primarily, though not exclusively,

an urban problem. Yet some cities with the most severe lead problems are in

states whose rural-dominated legislatures are less sensitive'to urban concerns.

Even in states that are attuned to the importance of lead control, shrinking

state budgets and pressure to reduce spending may induce decision makers to

funnel health dollars elsewhere.

SecOnd,'Congress should sharply increase the budget for lead screening .

programs, and should do so above and beyond the 25% reductdon imposed by'the

Reagan Administration. The federal lead screenpg effort Is both cost-effective*

and efficient**. Yet no matter how good the program, its ultimate impact has

been limited by modest federal appropriations. Since 1972, Congress has'appro-

priated less'than half the funds it has authorized for lead screening.11 The

need for additional dollars can be shown by examining how many of the children

s.tho need screetring actually receive it. Over a half million young children

nationwide presently have too much lead in their bodies.1° Despite the effi-

ciency of the lead screening program and its concentration on screening children

from hiAh-risk urban neighborhoods, only about 3% of the high-lead children

in the nation can be found and cared for.nach year with federal screening dol-

lars. 11,1f More generous funding i9 clearly in order.

Third, we recommend that the mandate for the lead screening programs pro-

vided by the Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act, which focuses on the

hazards of lead-based paint, be exPanded to encompass other sources of lead.

* For example, in 1978, the federal budget for all lead screening-programs,

was $8.5 million. For the same year, the social costs of excessive childhood

lead exposure, in terms of medical care and special'education for all high-lead

children, and (later) lost adult wages, were conservatively estimated to be

$1 billion.9 Of the approximately 670,000 youngsters nationwide who in 1978

had too much lead in their bodies,1° the federal lead screening programs pro-

vided scteening and treatment for about 3%,11:1,13 so the sociaL cost of lead

exposure for the children under the care of screening programs can be estimated

at'3% of $1 billion, or $30 million. Thus, in purely economic terms, lead

screening makes sense; the cost of screening Is ower than the cost-of not

screening by a factor of about 3-to-1. It is :An sible, of bourse, to quantify

the human suffering prevented 1:6, lead screening pro ma.

** From 1972 to 1980, the federal lead screening program identified and pro-

vided medfeal care for over 170,000 high-lead youngsters12 at a total cost of

$75 million.11 Thus, early intervention by lead screening centers has meant

that thousands of youngsterl have been protected akfinst potentially persanent

mental deficits and behavioral problems at an average cost per high-lead child

of only $440.
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In the years since the Act was passed, health officials have grown more and
more aware that, although old 'lead-based paint in inner-city buildings remains
the principal source of lead for a 'sizable number nf youngsters, the diet,'

water supply, and air together comprise the mator source for others.
While exposure to these sources is clearly not always avoidable, informed pitrents
can take steps to limit their children's exposure to lead from canned foods,
soil, duet on building surfaces, newspaper and magazine inks, toys, and other
contaminated materials. These avoidable sources can contribute a significant
fraction of many individuals daily lead intake.3 A broader maddate in the Act
would encourage local lead screening programs to incorporate information on
non-paint sources in their educational work (some programS have already done
so), and would avoid overemphasis on leaded paint removal.14

Fourth, Congress should rein6tate the Centers for Disease Control as the
agency responsible for administering the nation's lead screening effort.
CDC's experipnce and technical expertise are shared by no other federal body,
including lifiWs Division of Maternal and Child Health, which currently adminis-
ters the Maternal and Child Health bkock grant. Many local officials rely
heavily on CDC's training programs, technical advice, and assistance with labora-
tory probleMs, and consider CDC's reporting and.recordkeeping requirements valu-
able tools to gauge the progress of their own programs and to track national
trends. The Administration's distancing of CDC from local lead screening
activities represents a triumph of political expedience.over common sense, and'
should be rectified.

Finally, Congress should allow states to establish programs of consulta-
tion and support services to help local health departmer:ts start and maintain
lead screening krograms. Before 1981, a provision of the Lead-Based Paint
Poisoning Prevention 'Act prevented state governments from taking charge of the
disbursement of federal.grant dollars unless a state ordinarily provided direct
SeeViC6 to local communities or where local health departments were prohibited
by law from receiving federal funds directly. This provision had mixed effects.
Direct funding was more efficient than channeling federal dollars from CDC
through state governments to localittes; it meant no want dollars were used
to administer the categorical program at the state level. But by denying states
control over the purse-strings for lead screenink, direct funding also made
state governments powerless to begin lead screening programs in new communities
or to coordinate and otherwise serve existing prOgrams. We believe states
that have a genuine interest4n promoting lead control should be allowed to
form e po-tnership with CDC and local health departments. We recommend that
the option rf forming state-wide programs of consultation and support be
extended to each state, and that CDC be instructed to review, and to approve
or deny, each state's application for establishing such a system. .

In sum, we believe the block grant approach has done.much more harm than
good, and urge the congress to restore 1,ead screening programs to their previous
good health by granti,ng the program categorical status; by increasing funding;
by giving the programs a mandate to address non-paint sources of lead; by
reinstating CDC's authority over the program; and by allowing states a greater
re1 t. in plunning drid coordinatiffg local lead screening programs.

I would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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Executive Summary
In mid-1981, Congress, at the urgilig of the Reagan Admin-

istration, folddd funds for childhood lead screening programs

into the Maternal and Child Health block grant and reduced funds

for the block by 25%. Block grant proponents argued that this

new funding mechanism would impvwe efficiency and result in no

loss of health services. However, a year-end review shows that

the block grant significantly impaired the ability of key lead

screefting programs to lemtify and care for children with danger-

ouslty elevated lead levels. Under the first yeaT of the block
grant, the budgets of these programs were reduced an average of

10%; the number of children screened fet,,lead poisoning also fell

by 10%. Health officials forecast even more drastic budget cuts

(-351) for the second year of the block grgnt, with a subsequent

Feduction in children screened (-55%) and treated for lead problems,

A Persistent Public Health Problem
For :7enturies, man has recognized that lead can wreak havoc

upon the tine workings ot the human body. Historians have linked

the ta:1 ,t the Fomari Empire to consumption of wine made in

leaden ve\-wls; 4,44,:niamin Franklin wrote a celebrated letter on

load, ia:rentin; sft.tie repeated poisonings that were taking place

in h,5 day despite lead's reputation as a toxin.

Americans have come to associate lead.poison-

ini w rban M4Ny ,f us can remember pictures of sick

ind dyi:zg ghetto chil(ron in the early l9)0S, victims of leaded

paint .7hips that flaked o f f tenement walls. (Children ace partic-

ularly vInerable L, lead, both because thelAabsorb mor.C7 of the
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metal than and IWCA o thrlr young bodies are still
developing,

Today, years atter-health afficials began to correct many
leided-paint fiazards in old buildings, most Americans assume leadis no longer a proplem. Hut it is. A recent survey by the O.S.
Department at Health and Human Services (HHS) revealed that 4% ofall young children nationwide--onr

600,000:youngstersare con-taminated with too much lead.(1) This means.that lead affects
al,-,re 'children than measles, mfm)s,:rubella, and every major child,hid alsease combinei.2)

The HHS survey also revt.dled that load hits somo groups
disproportionately hard, Dangei.aas lead levels were found amongllt of all poor children, 121 of black children, and a fhll 18%
of inner-city black ohildren.(3) ScientistS suspect Olbse statis-
tics may reflect exposure to'greater amounts of lead (as from
breathing city air full of leaded auto ex.haust) and poorer
nutrition (a good diet helps the body ceunteract lead).

For moo, children, these lead le.lels are not life-threatening.
Nevertheless, even low-level contamination can place a child at
risk for a 'staggering array of subtle leaining problems and
behavioral disorders. In a 1,09'study at HarvartdMbdical School,
schoolchildren with,higher lead levels scored loweT on IQ tests,and were consittently rated by their reachers as more distractibie,
less able to follow sl.mple instructions, more easily frustrated,
and evoi ill pOoIeV per formers than

their classmates with less lead.(4) This'indmark study was later confirmed by researchers inBritain and Uermany.(51

Tht hijner lead levels.found in these',Cb.ldren correspondapproximately to the.levels discovered, throulh the HHS survey,
to be cohtaminating.hundreds of thousands of hildren nationwide.Thus, without adequate medical care, a subst itial proportion of
thb next generation rises grouring up bprdene with a set ofsubtle, but permanent, mental handicaps,

Lead Screening Programs in' Brief
Fortunately, a mechanism does 'exkst for correcting leadproblems in childen': lead screening yrograms. Since A971,

over fifer federally funded, locally operated lead screeninq .
programs have tested milli,ons of children for dangerous leadlevels. .Children found through a blood test to have too much
lead are detoxified 'through drug treatment at a hospital.
In addition, health investigatois are ddSpatched tp the child-
ren's homes to helo remedy any hoaseholdisources of lead
(for example, pepling lead oaint on walls) and to educate parents
on how their children can best be protected from further
exposure,

,4 3
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Lead screening is remarkably cost-effective. The programs

dosE the federal government about $11 million anhually. Yet the

cost of lead exposure, in terms of special education and medical

care for lead-damaged children, plus lost adult wages, has been

estimated at $1 billion per year.(6) An ounce of prevention is

truly worth a pound of cure.

Categorical Grants Become Block Grants
Cities have historically received funding for lead screen-

ing. through federal categorical grlrite earmarked specifically

for these programs. But in the summeibf 1981, Congress, at the

urging Of the Reagan Administration, folded lead screening with

a number of other preventive health programs* into a large

Maternal and Child Health block grant.

This action made two profound changes
in how lead screening

programs were funded. For the first time in history, states were

<liven the authority to decide how much money--if any--would go

to the various programs in the block grant, a move designed to

increase each state's autonomys'over its own activities. To ease

the transition to the block grant, states were allowed a first-

year option of receiving funds for the.programs in, the block

grant in the same proportion as under the previous categorical

'grant. Thus.a health program receiving 12% of a state's health

funds under the old categorical grant cobld stilt receive 12%

of the new block grant money.

In addition, whether or not states chose to exercise their

option to preservt relative
funding levels, overall funding for

the block grant was reducedu by approximately .251. This reflected

the view thatyreturning co*rol to the states would allow federal

overhead costs to be dedGcted from the grants with no loss in

services.

Measuring the Impact of Block Grants
Architects of the block grant reasoned that the new

funding mechanism would allow each state to direct its share

of federal dollars to the programs it deemed most important,

and that reducing total funding by one-quarter would not affect

* Maternal and Child Research, Services, and Training(

Sudden Infant Death Syndrome Information and courCselihg;

Hemophelia Diagnostic and Tieatment Centers; Genetic Disease

Testimg and Counseling Services;
Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention

Services; and Disabled Children Programs.
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the delivery of services. We tested this theory by examining
the impact of the Maternal and Child Health block grant on 10
of the nation's 52 major lead screening programs one year afterafter the transitidn. These programs were selected because the
cities in which they operate have the most severe lead problemsof aay in the United States: (7) -

. Rank City Positive Screens.

1 New Jersey (other local programs) 23.7%-
2 Newark, N.J. 14.1%
3 St. Louis, Mo. 11.8%

7'

Jersey City, N.J. 11.3%
Philadelphia,, Pa.1

10.8%
6 Atlantic City, N.J. 9.6%
7 Paterson, N.J. 8.9%
8 Monroe County (Rochester), N.Y. 6.6%9 Cleveland, Ohio 6.5%

10 Chicago, Ill. 6.3%

. The positive screen rate is the percentage of children
screened who are found to need meaical care for too muchlead. The national median positive rate is 2.31. (8)

Lead screening programs in two areas--Atlantic City, N.J.
and "othce local programs" in New Jersey--were excluded fram
the analysis because their funds are provided exclusively by
local sources.xTo measure the effects of the switch to the block

14

grant for the remaining eight programs we collected statistics4non total funding levels; numbers of c ildre screened for lead
poisdning; staff siie; and overall a lity to provide follow-up
care. Information from the'last year in which screening was
supported by categorical grants (fiscal year 1981) .was compared
to figures from the first year under block grants (FY 1982)
and projections for the following year'(NY 1983).

Results )

Although the block grant' has been in place for a full year,
for many states it is still too early to gauge the full impact on
lead screening programs: virtually every state exercised its
special first-year option to receive reduced federal funds in
the same proportion as in previous years. A truer test of the
political popularity of lead 'screening w'll come during the second
year of the block grant, when all seven Erograms in the Maternal
and Child Health block will compete for educed federal dollars.

a.

4
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Our analysis did reveal, however, that the 25% cut in

federal funds alone has substantially reduced the ability of
,crucial lead screening programs to provide adequate services.

Contrary to the predictions of block grant proponents, the federal
funding cut has been reflected in shrunken budgets for local lead

screening programs, resulting in subsequent reductions in staff,

screenings, and follow-up care.

Cutbacks in budgets for lead screening programs

During the first-year of the block grant, all lead

screening programs surveyed had federal budget'cuts offset to

some degree by increased state or local funds. Nevertheless,

program budgets for the first year under the block grant (FY 1982

averaged 10% lower than under the last year of the categorical

grant (FY 1981) . Programs in 5 of the 8 cities suffered major

budget reductions. Budgets for the second year of the block
grant (FY 1983) have been projected to be reduced even more--

an average of 35% lower than previous categorical levels.

See Table 1.

Newark, N.J.

St, Louis, Mo,

Jersey City, N.J.

Philadelphia, Pa.

IC- Paterson, N.J.

Monroe Co., N.Y.

Cleveland, Oh.

Chicago, Ill.

I.

FY 1981

Categorical
Grant

TABLE I

FUNDING LEVELS FOR
LEAD SCREENING PROGRAMS

FY 1982 Percent FY 1983 Percent

Block Change Block Grant Change

Grant from FY 81 (Estimated) from FY 81

$ 356,238 $ 273,402 -232 $ 190,000 -47%

1,100,000
1

905,000 -17% 800,000
.

-27%

143,127 120,000 -16% 75,000 -47%

515,000 515,000 0% (unavailable) --

161,000 122,000* -24%
Reduced

funds expected
At least 24%

244,997 251,591 +12% (unavailable) ' --

4302,000 170,000 -16% 109,000 -46%

425,000 425,000 0% 331,000 -22%

Average:
-10% -35%

* Estimated.

All figures reflect total budget dollars
(federal, state, and local combined).

New Jersey and New York figures are for calendar years.
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Cutbacks Is Identifying high-lead children

These budget cuts have alio greatly diminished the ability
of programs to identify children who have lead problers. In the
8 cities surveyed, the number of children screened for lead
poisoning declined an average of 19% from FY 1981 to FY 1982.
This represents over 10,000 youngsters who have been denied
screening under the block grant. The majority of health
ofticials forecast even more severe reductions in screening for
FY 1983. According to these projections, ovef 50% of the
chiAdren who would have been screened for lead under categorical
fudding will not receive these services in FY 1983. See Table 2.

Newark, N.J.

St. Louis, Ho.

Jersey City, N.J.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Paterson, N.J.

Honroe/Co., N.Y.

Cleveland, Oh.

Chicago, Ill.

TABLE 2

CHILDREN SCREENED
FOR LEAD POISONING

FY 1981 FY 1982 Percent FY 1983 Percent
Categorical Block Grant Change Block Gran, Change

Grant (Estimated) from FY 81 (Estimated) from FY 81

8,423 8,000 5Z 300

14,000 10,000 26X 5,000 64X
,

3,922 4,000 +2% 1,000 4*
21,005 22,000 +5% less than

25,000

4,298 3,000 30% 2,500 422

5,600* 5,600 0% (unavailable) --

14,000 12,700 9% 11,300 19Z

45,000 40,000 112 30,000 33%

Average: -10%

* Estimated.

New Jersey and New York figures are for calendar yeak-s.

Lead screening programs have'usually been able to screen
only a fraction of the children who risk developing lead problems.
Upwards of 250,000 children in the 8 cities surveyed are young
enough to fit this high-risk classification. Even under the
categorical grant, only about 116,000 of these children were
being screened for lead poisoning; the block grant has made
the goal of screening every child who needs it even more elusive.
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Cutbacks In follow-up care and staffing

The budget cuts have inevitably affected the care of
children identified as having lead problems. Th'e result: a

reduction in follow-up services, including curtailment of medical
care and visits to children's homes for parental education and

reduction of' lead hazards. A detailed city-by-city breakdown
of changes in local funding, screening, follow-up, and staffing

is given in the appendices.

Conclusion
The ability of health officials in key American cities

to identify and care for children with dangerously elevated
lead levels has been substantially reduced because of the
transfer of funds for lead-screening programs from a categorical
grant to the Maternal ana Child Health block grant. In the
first year of the block grant (FY 1982), over 10,000 children
who would have been screened for lead poisoning under ''6e

categorical grant did not receive this care. According to
health officials, this reduction in services is directly
attributable to a 25% funding cut that accompanied the switch
to the block grant.

.In future years, the detrimental effects of the block ,grant
are likely to be even greater. During the first year of the
block grant, most states accepted reduced federal funding for
health programs in the same proportions as in previous years;
lead screening funds were thus reduced but still earmarked for

lead screening programs. Beginning with the second year of the
block grant, all st,ates will receive these reduced federal funds
in block form, and state officials will be charged with deciding
how mucll money from the grant will be allocated to lead screening. ,

Thousands more children stand to lose the 'protection of this
vital program if state governments fail to recognize the existencg
of lead as a pre-eminent'public health problem and to plan
aggressively for its control.

NOTES

1. Mahaffey, K.R., et al., Nati al Estimates of Blood Lead Levels:
United States, 1976-1980: As ciation with Seleceed Demographic
and Socioeconomic Factors. N. .ng, J. Med., 1902; 307: 573.

2. Personal communication, Dr. Jane lin-Fu U.S. Dept. of Health

and Human Services.

3. Mahaffey, p. 570.

a

f, 4
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4, Needreman, H.L., et al., Deficits in psychologic and classroom
performance of childrerpwith elevated dentine lead levels. N. Eng.J Med. 1979: 300: 688.

5. Winneke, G., et al., Neuropsychological comparison of children with
different tooa lead levels: A preliminary report. In Proceedings
of the Intecnational Conference on Heavy Metals in the Environment,
World Healtfi Organization, Geneva, 1981, p. 553; Yule, W., et al. ,
The relationship between blood lead concentrations, intelligence,
and attainment in a school population: A pilot study. Develop. %
Med. Child Neurol. 23, 56,7, 1981.

6. Provenzand, 0., The social costs of excessive lead exposure during
childhood, In Needleman, H.L., ed., Low-Level Lead Exposure, Raven
Press, 1980.

7. Data taken from Center for Disease Control reports of childhood
lead screening progrem activ;ties, FY 1981.

8. Ibid.

Appendix

The pages that follow give a detailed city-by-city breakdown
of the effects of bkock,grant funding on eight of the nation's
most important lead screening Programs. (Programs in two of the
ten geogra hic areas studied receive exclusively local funding;
these proqams do not appear in the appendix.)

, 4 9
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Newark, N.J.
RANK AMONG 10 WORST

U.S. CITIES FOR LEAD PROBLEMS: 2nd

EFFECT OF BLOCK GRANT AND FUNDING CUTS

ON LEAD SCREENING PROGRAM

400,000 -
TOTAL
DOLLARS 300,000 -

$

1981

calendar

Total number of children who need screening: 40,000*

(* estimated )

FUNDING

CHILDREN
SCREENED

1981 1982

8,000
CHILDREN

6,000 SCREENED

**
4,000

2,000

1983

$356,238
categoric2115

grant

$ 97,402 leftover categor.
grant (44 months'
worth)

176,000 MCH block grant

$190,000*
MCH block grant

(Approx. $290,000 needed
to operate program at cur-
rent levels.)

$273,402 TOTAL

8,423 8,000* 300*,

EFFECTS OF BLOCK GRANT AND BUDGET CUTS:

1982: 's 5 of 17 staff members fired (2 (out of 4) health aides, 1 (out of

health nurse, 1 environmental investigator, assistant director).
reduction in ability to provide health care.

1983*: Doctor's office hours reduced or eliminated.

Follow-up of hospitalized children only. No follow-up of cases with milder,

but serious, lead problems to insuip that lead levels remain in the safe range.

Reduced parental education.

Co-ordination of screening by area hospitals (currently 2/3 of total screens)

to continue, but in-house screening (8,000 per year) reduced to several

hundred.

2) public
Subsequent
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St. Louis, Mo.
RANK AMONG 10 WORST

U.S. CITIES FOR LEAD PROBLEMS:' 3rd

TOTAL
DOLLARS

(millions)

1.2 -

1.1 -

1.0 -

.8-

EFFECT OF BLOCK Grumr AND FUNDING CUTS

ON LEAD SCREENING PROGRAM

FY211 FY82 FY83

Total number of children who need screening: 33,000*

(* estimated)

FUND/NG

CHILDREN
4CREENED

FY81 FY82

4:)15,000
CHILDREN
SCREENED

- lo,poo it

- 5,000

FY83

$1.1 million
categorical,

grant
.

.

$400,000
360,000

100,000
45,000

city of St. Louis
Community Dev.
block grant (HUD)
leftover cat. Er.
MCH block gr.

TOTAL

$750,000 to
$850,000*

.

(Depends on whether
City of St. Louis makes
up $100,000 in lost
leftover categ. grant)

$905,000

14,000

c'.

10,000* 5,000*

EFFECTS OF BLOCK GRANT AND BUDGET CUTS:

FY 1982:

FY 1983:

1 (out of 2) mobile lead screening crews fired.
children screened.

Total staff cut by 502 (38 of 75 persons fired).
children monitored and treated for lead problems.

Additional firing of 4 to 13 taff members.

Further drastic reduction in children screened (5

Result: 4,000 fewer

Many fewer high-lead

,000 fewer screens).
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Jersey City, N.J.
RANK AMONG 10 WORST

U.S. CITIES FOR LEAD PROBLEMS: 4th

'TOTAL
EXXLARS

.150,000 -

100,000 -

50,000 -

EFFECT OF BLOCK GRANT AND FUNDING CUTS

..ON LEAD SCREENING PROGRAM

- 5,000

/,000

- 1,000

FY81 FY82 FY83

Total number of children who need screening: 20,000A

( k estimated )

FUNDING
(DOLLARS 6 SOURCE)

LTILDREN
SCREENED FOR
LEAD POISONING

FY81 FY82 FY83

CRILDREN
SCREENED

**

$143.127
categorical,

grant

l

__,,1
e

$21.000 energy grant

20,000 leftover cate-
gorical grint

79,000 NCH 111ock grant

$75.000*

$120,000 TOTAL

___
3,922 4,000* 1,000*

EFFECTS OF BLOCK GRANT AND BUDGET CUTS: '.

FY 1982: 2 (out of 8) staff members fired. Reduced overall ability to provide

adequate health care.

FY 1983: 752 reduction in number of children screened.

Possibility of additional staff reductions.

52
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Philadelphia, Pa.
RANK AMONG 10 WORST
U.S. CITIES FOR LEAD PROBLEMS: 5th

EFFECT OF BLOCK GRANT AND FUNDING CUTS

ON LEAD SCREENING PROGRAM

TOTAL
DOLLARS

600,000 -

500,000 -

400,000 -

300,000 -

**

22,000

20,000

18,000

CHILDREN
SCREENED

f*

FY81 FY82 FY83

Total number of children who need screening: 150,000*

* estimated)

( ** estimate unavailable)

FUNDING
(DOLLARS & SOURCE)

CHILDREN
SCREENED FOR
LEAD POISONING

FY81 FY82 FY83

$515,000 $515,000* estimate
categorical grant unavailable

somewhat less
2.1,005 22,003* than 22,000*

EFFECT OF BLOCK GRANT AND BUDGET CDTS:

FY 1982: Minimal. State of Pennsylvania made up the difference in lost
federal dollars.

FY 1983f Probably minimal.

.5 3
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Paterion, NJ.
RANK AMONG 10 WORST

U.S. CITIES FOR LEAD PROBLEMS: 7th

175,000
TOTAL

DOLLARS 150,000

125,000

100,000

EFFECT OF BLOCK GRANT AND FUNDING CUTS

ON LEAD SCREENING PROGRAM

calendpr 1981 1982 1983

Total number of children who need screening: (

( * estimated)

CieUNDING

& SOURCE)

CHILDREN
SCREENED DOR
LEAD POISONING

1981 1982

4,000

3,000

2,000

1,000

navailable)

CHILDREN
SCREENED

ft

1983

$161,000
categorical

grant

$22,000* leftover categ. gr.

79,000 MCH block grant
21000 energy grant

reduced
funding
expected

$122,000* TOTAL

4,298 3,000* 2,500*

,EFFECTS 9F BLOCK GRANT AND BUDGET CUTS:

1982: e 2 (out of 9) staff members (health aide and clerk) fired.

Doctor's office hours reduced from 6 hrs./week to 2 hours/week,

Followup ability hurt.

25% reduction in children screened.

1983: Further reduced screening Capacity. Possibility of reduction in home visits

and other followup.

6

51
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Mont? County (Rochester), N.Y.
RANK AMONG 10 wpetsr

U.S. CITIES FOR LEAD PROBLEMS: 8th

TOTAL
DOLLARS

300,000

250:000

200,000 1

EFFECT OF BLOCK GRANT AND FUNDING CUTS

ON LEAD SCREENING PRQGRAM

, t* * *

6,000
CHILDREN

5,000 SCREENED
* *

3,000

3,000C

calendar 1981 1982 1983

Total nuMber of children who need screening: (estimate unavailable)

( * estimated )
(.' estimatx unavailabDe )

1981 1982 1933

FUNDING I $224,997

(DOLLARS 4 SOU0E) 1 categorical grant

CHILDREN
SCREENED FOR
LEA: P)ISONING

$169,000 UCH block grant
82,591 New York State

$251,591 TOTAL

estimate
unavailable

5,600* 5,600* estimate
unavailable

Evp1S OF BLOCK (RANT SD BUDGET CUTS:

1'042: 3 (out ot 10) staff members lost due to reduction in contracts funding
(2 liaison personnel, 1 city building inspector).

IP:( Even if program incurs any significant cuts, screening should not be severely
Itie(ced, since must screens are done by private physicians. But follow-up,

environmental investigations, and lab work will be curtaired. Staff (has

already been cut to Skeleton crew.

if
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Cleveland, Ohio
RANK AMONG 10 WORST

C.S. CITIES FOR LEAD PROBLEMS: 9th

200,000.-

TOTAL
DOLLARS 15(,000 -

100,000 -

Estimate)

EFFECT OF BLOCK GRANT AND FUNDING CUTS

ON LEAD SCREENING PROGRAM

FY 1981

15,000

CHILDREN

- 12,500 SCREENED

- 10,000

FY 1982 r'y 1983

Total number of children needing screening: (unavailable)

FUNDINC
(DOLLARS s :HWRCE)

CHILDREN
,SCREENED FOR
LEAD POISONING

FY 81 FY 82 FY 83

$202,000
categorical

grant

IS 000

.$ 96,000 MCH block
grant

74,000* categorical
grant

$170,000 TOTAL

$109,000

(A 20% cut. Ex-
pected cut: 52-35%.
$165,000 needed to
maintain status quo.)

12,700* 11,300*

(Few staff resources
go to screening.
Emphasis is on fol,
low up.)

EFFECTS OF BLOCK GRANT AND FUNDING CUTS:

FY 82: 9% reduction in children screened for leLl poisoning.

FY 83*: Estimated 19% reduction in children screened.
If 10% of funds are cut, 35% of follow-up will be abandoned..
More severe cuts oill,result in drastic reductions in ability
to insurc that lead levels in treated children remain loo.
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ChiCago, llL-
RANK AMONG 10 WORST

U.S. CITIES FOR LEAD PROBLEMS: 10th

400,000

TOTAL 300,000 -
DOLLAAS

200,000 -

I * estimate)

EFFECT OF BLOCKGRANT AND FUNDING CUTS

ON LEAD SCREENING PROGRAM
'

FY 81 FY 82 FY 83

50,000

40,000

30,000

Total number of children needing screening: (unavailable)

FY 81

FINDING 1 $425,000*
(DOLLARS 4 SOURCE) categorical

grant

CHILDREN
SCREENED FOR

LEAD POISONING
1:5,noo*

FY 82 FY83

CHILDREN
SCREENED

fk

$ 300,000 MCH block grant

125,000* state 6 city
funds

$ 425,000 TOTAL

,$331,000*

40,000*
,

30,000*

FFFE(fTS or BLOCK GRANT AND BUDGET CUTS:

FY 82: IP reduction in chi'ldren screened for lead poisoning.

FY 83*: Additional 251 reduction in'children 'Screened.
.

ERRATA

In Table 2 and the Appendix, the estimated number of children
screened for lead poisoning in Newark, NJ in FY 1983 should read
3,000, not 300,. This 1-Langes the overall average reduction.in
children screened in FY 1983 to -50% of IT 1981 levels, rather

.than -55%.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you for your testimony. That is an excel-
lent statement.

Could you elaborate on the study and the findings? Which cities
did you look at, and what, briefly, were the reductions in service to
children that each reported?

Mr. JOHNSON. We looked at 10 cities, cities with particularly high
positive screen rates. That is the percentage of children screened
who are found to need the medical care. So we were dealing with a
concentration of the lead problem as opposed to raw numbers of
children who need care. We examined a number of programs in
New'. Jersey that were lumped together by CDC; programs in
Newark; St. Louis; Jersey City; Philadelphia; Atlantic City; Pater-
son, New Jersey; Monroe County, which is Rochester, New York;
Cleveland, Ohio; and Chicago. These are the top 10 cities in the
United States for positive screens. Two did not receive Federal dol-
lars either under the categorical or block grant system SO, they
were excluded from the study,.so we were left with eight.

What we found is that in the first year of the blodk grant there
were minor but significant, we believe, reductions in both dollars to
the screening programs and children screened, about 10 percent in
both cases. By/C.4e end of the next fiscal year,' health officials pre-
dict that becalise of this increased competition for block grant dol-
lars, now that lead screening has to "compete with other programs
in the MCH block and because many State legislators do not appre-
ciate the importance of the program, they will see a 50-percent re-
duction ffi children screened.

Mr. WAXMAN. Is that the national estimate?
Mr. JOHNSON. It is an estimate based on these. 8 cities. It is diffi-

cult to tell whether that is going to be a trend nationally or not. I
would not be surprised if it is. Whether 50 percent ,or not, it is
clear that a large percentage of children who need screening are
not going to receive it alder the block.

Mr. WAXMAN. That is a very sobering'perspective. The Congress
is concerned because we realize that we are throwing away the
future. Young people are the future of this country, and this prob-
lem is going to distress all of us. I find that a disturbing realiza-
tion. People talk about dollars and block grant formulations, but
there is an impact on human lives that goes along With it.

Thank you very much.
Ms. Mikulski.
Ms. MIxtusio. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Johnson, thank you for that very crisp and yet poignant tes-

timony. The chairman asked, some of the questions that I had. I
was interested in the pelt in your testimony where you talk about
other sources of lead that Aould affect children, and you specifical-
ly mentioned food, dust; and so on. I must confess I am not as fa-
miliar with these other sources that you have outlined, particularly
in rood. CoUld you outline what some of these are so I would have a
better idea? I think we, tend to focus on cities and paint.

Mr. JoHNsoN. Lead in food comes from a variety of sOurces. Even
if you buyI will start with canned foods. Seventy-five percent of
the canned foods on the market are sealed witb lead 'solder. This is
how the can is made. That lead solder contributes some lead to th,e
contents, particularly if the can is opened and the food is stored in
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the can after opening, and if the food is acidicfruit juices, fruits,
tomato sauce, et cetera. Under those conditions lead leaching
occurs very quickly and in just several days, very hazardous levels
of lead can build up in the can's contents. We are talking about
levels hazardous to small children and infants. So part of the lead
in our food supply comes from lead solder. Some is also Contributed
during the canning process, through accidental contamination.
Some happens even with fresh foods, because lettuce or spinaCh
grown in a field is often near a roadway. If a car uses leaded gaso-
line, that lead travels out- the exhaust pipe and into the air to
settle on the leaves. The lead is transferred to us when we eat the
produce. Lead comes from all over.

Ms. MixtitsKi. Is that really serious, when we talk about growing
food? For example, in certain areas there is truck farming. Also in
certain cities, one of the things that has been encouraged is' Urban
gardening, a way to grow your own food and save money and also
have something fresh. When one lives in the city growing food, par-
ticularly in communities like mine, which is urban, say we are
growing tomatoes in Baltimore City in my neighborhood, which is
halfway industrial, that would have lead on the food; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. JOHNSON. That is correct.
Ms MIKULSKI. How serious is that impact?
Mr. JOHNSON. It is really difficult to tell how much of a hazard to

health a tomato that has been grown in a high-lead area is. What
is clear, and I base this on a report by the National Academy of
Sciences, is that all the sources combined can greatly increase aperson's exposure to lead. If you have a high-lead child and you
want to decrease his or her exposure to lead, you can educate par-
ents that lead comes from These sources, and thatif they buy a can
of food, they shouldn't store the food in the open ban. If they have
newspapers around with ink that contains lead, they shouldn's let
their child chew on them. If they have a windowsill that collects
city dust make sure it is cleaned once in a while so a child will not
run his finger along it and pick up lead that way.

MS. MIKULSKI. When you say water supply, is that urban water
supply, well, spring water?

Mr. JOHNSON. It is difficult to say. The National Academy of Sci3
ences has looked closer at this than our coalition has. My impres-sion is it can come from two sources, either lead pollution from fac-
tories that use leadbattery factories, for example, where effluentgets into the stream, or relatively safe water that travels through
old pipes that are leaded and so lead is picked up that way.

Ms. MixtasKI. Thank you. You have told me a lot I did not know
this morning. Thank you.

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Johnson, we appreciate very much your testi-
mony.

Ms. Mixtusio. That was superb. Thank you.
Mr. WAXMAN. Our next two witnesses have been involved with

the 'lead screening pro am here in the District of Columbia, Ms.
Karen Ehrnman and D Francis M. Palumbo. Both are associatedwith the Committee for ad Elimination Action in the District of
Columbia. Dr. Palumbo serves as associate director of children and
youth ambulatory services in the Georgetown Hospital.

5J
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I thank both of' you for being here to testify. We want to Welcome

you. We will make your prepared statements part of the record,
and we would like to ask you to summarize them_ in as brief a
period of time as possible sb that we can have an opportunity for
questions and answers.

STATEMEN'N OF KAREN EHRNMAN, M.P.IL, COORDINATOR, COM-

MITTEE FOR LEAD ELIMINATION A("I'I)N, DISTRICT OF CO-

LUMBIA:AND ALSO CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL NATIONAL CENTER;

AND FRANCIS M. PALUMBO, M.D., ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF

CHILDREN AND 101"111 AMBULATORY SERVICES, GEORGE-

TOWN HOSPITAL
Ms. EFIIINMAN. I appreciate the opportunity to be here today. I

am here in a capacity as the coordinator of the Committee for Lead
Elimination Action in the District of Columbia. This group is an
advocacy group and we are an advisory committee to our city's lead

poisoning prevention program.The goal of our dommittee, which is

a broad-based consortium of public and private agencies, is the
eradication of lead poisoning in Washington.

I would like to describe our efforts in dealing with the maternal
and child health block grant in the District of Columbia. I feel we
all need to work together to create an imaginative way to finance
health care that will provide quality care for our children. To
'begin, our committee has been monitoring our city's lead program
for the last 10 years. We are aware of its strengths as well as its

weaknesses. As such we have followed the recommendations 6f,the
Reagan administration in trying to educate our city health officials

to the problem. We have provided extensive testimony as well a&a

broad base of technical assistance to the city.
Regardless, today, to the best of my information, our funding

level for 198;i is $137,000, which is less than one-half that in 1982. I

must say. at the present mdment we are experiencing a reprieve be-

cause although the funding level for the. block grant in 1983 is at
that $137,000 level, the Commissioner of Health and the Mayor for
the 3 months, October, November, and.December, are funding the
-program at the 1952 level while they investigate additional sources

of funds.
I would like to put this severe reduction in funding for the pro-

gram within the context of the maternal child health block grant .

to the District of Columbia. In my written testimony I have submit-
ted some of the actual dollar figures. In 081 the block grant allo-

cation was approximately $8 million; in 1982 it goes down toin
the attachment B it is $4 million,-but it was actually $5 million be-

cause of a supplemental appropriation which came through late
last summer. I would like to inform you that even with this $5 mil-

lion supplemental appropriation, the city was required to-transfer
funds from the preventive block grant and the alcohol and drug'
abuse and mental health block grant. 1982 promises to be similar

in the'District-with the funding level at $137,000. This depends on

the continuing resolution before Congress, and all of us are reading
the newspaper daily and are aware of possible further cuts in D.C.

I would like to convey that these drastic cuts are occurring in a
supportive atmosphere in the District of Columbia. The mayor and
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the Commissioner of Health understand lead poisoning. The mayor
has had his son tested for lead and has indicated to us a broad
range of suppdrt. Despite this and because of other acute problems
in the District, we are finding we need to live with these lower
dollar expenditures.

Categorical funding can insure that high-risk areas such as the
District of Columbia can spend additional moneys on preventive
health care, and I am including lead screening and treatment pro-
grams within that category. I am not advocating going back to the
old system of categorical grants, but instead creating an imagina-
tive way that Federal categorical funding can provide incentives to
States and to high-risk areas by which jurisdictions are rewarded
for their success in preventing diseases. In. the District of Columbia
in 1973 our rate was 32 percent, and we are happy to be down to a
rate of 1.2 percent. It is difficult when you have succeeded to con-
vince officials that in fact you still have a problem.

I would like to point out one additional reason why we are sup-
porting categorical funding, and that is something that has to do
with the way once a child is identified with lead poisoning, cities go
into the homes and look for leud-based paint. They use special ma-
chines called.X-ray fluorescent analyzers. We need these machines
becauSe they are a less expensive means to determine lead-based
paint. We also look for other sources. Since the Center for Disease
Control has taken a lower profile, there is no longer a company
manufacturing these machines. This is a great problem for us.

We have tried to interest companies in pfoviding this assistance,
but otie city alone cannot convince companies to manufacture ma-
chines. In conclusion, thee future of lead poisoning prevention in the
District is uncertain. We are concerned with the national data
which indicate that 4 percent of children in our Nation have lead
toxicity. We must continue to move beyond paying for sickness to
preventing it and I hope that my comments this morning can assist
you in working with us to provide such public policy for the United
States.

[Ms. Ernman's prepared statement follows:]

6 t
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TESTIMONY

of

Karen EhrnMan, M.P.H.

'I!

Good Morning. I am Karen Ehrnman of Children's Hospital National Medical

Center's.Office of Child Health Advocacy. I coordinate the Committee for Lead'

Elimination Action in the District of Columbia (L.E.A.D.), a consortium of

public and private agencies, organizations, and concerned individuals,

representing a broad cross-section of the District of Columbia's services and

resources. We are an advocacy group as well as an advisory committee to the

city's lead program. The goal of our committee is
the erradication of the lead

poisoning problem from Washington, D.C.

This ihorning I have been extended the privilege
of testifying before this

Subcommittee. Specifically,
I would like to describe to you our committee's

extensive efforts in dealing with the Maternal and Child Health (MCH) block

grant as it affects our city's lead poisoning prevention program. I am pleased

to have the opportunity to
share this information with you as I believe that the

nature of the financing of health care programs will have far-reaching

implications for the quality of health care
we will be providing to our children

in the decade of.the eighties.

To begin, our all-volunteer
committee has been advocating on behalf of lead-

toxic children for almost ten years. Membership includes parents of lead-toxic

children, physicians, housdng inectors,
public health officials, lawyers,

landlords, university officials, school teachers, local legislators, and

others-all 'committed to the prevention of lead poisoning. Together, we have

monitored and provided technical
assistance to the city's lead poisoning

prevention program which, you know, has been a categorical grant funded in the

past through the Center for Disease Control. Our committee is well acquainted

with our lead program's strengths as
well as its weaknesses. We are proud of its

success. In 1973, approximately 327, of
children screened had elevated blood
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lead. levels 1od4y, this figure has dropped dramatically.to 1.2% (attachment

A). 1983 is the District of Columbia's first.full year of block:grant' funding

for thiS. program. Accordingly,,,,Ar committee has ,carefully followed the

administration's recommendations for educating state 6fficia1 s to the need for

the program. We have participated in extensive consqltatioa with the state

health department and have provided testimony before the State Healtfr Planning

and Development:Agency as well as the City Council. We have.also submitted

extensive documentation of the program's effectiVeness to the Commissioner of

Health and to tile Mayor. Regardless, the best information available as of today

is that funding for the program in 1983 is projected.to be less than one-half the

1982 funding level (1982 funding allocation was approximately $296,000; 1983 HCH

...block grant allocation is approximately $137,000): At the moment, however, we

are experiencing a brief reprieve. Although the 1983 fiscal year officially

began un October 1, 1982, the city's lead program continues to operate at the

1982 funding level. This decision, which is in effect until December 31, 1982,

was made by city health officials to allow sufficient time to identify

additional city funds to supplement the hlock grant.

At this time, however, I would like to put these funding figures within the

context of maternal and child health dollars coming into the District Of

Columbia trom the federal government (attachment 8). In 1981, budget authority

f,r maternal and child health programs was $8,234,219. In' 1982 there was a

substantial reduction in the funding to a level of $5,008,000. (The city

received a supplemental allocation in July which increased the level from

$4,67),000. to $5,008.00.). The provisional funding for. 1983-based on the

continuing resolution-continnes at the same level, another loss for the cay

once inflation is takPn into consideration. Of these funds, less than 3% has

been allocated to the city's lead screening and treatment program. However,
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from a review of the proposed HCH allocations (attachment C) it is clear, that

many valuable child health programs are dompeting for limited dollars.

Certainly, in talking with both the Mayor and the Commissioner of Health, it Sas

been evident that they are aware of the need for this preventative program.

However, "as we all know, urban areas are
troubled by high rates of infant

mortalityotuberculOsis and other health problems-urgent
problems which require

large dollar expenditures and
leave little in reserve for the prevention of

disease.

The lead screening programs are not examples of pure primary prevention, but the

screening of high risk child;en has assisted in tlie early
identifPcation of a

'Ye

lead problem (with
subsequent removal of the source of lead from the child) as

well as heighten community awareness
of the environmental risk. This certainly

accounts, ein part, for our sucCess in the District of COlumbia. The lead-based

paint on ol. houses as well'as
the many other sources of edvironmental lead

continue to surround our children.

In some ways our success is a problem. It is easily assumed by healEb officials

that because of the dramatic decline, in the rate of lead toxiciEy that the

problem has been solved. It is much more difficult to explain that Oe'decline

in the rate of the disease is due in part to the dollars spent-that

'environmental lead hazards remain-that new
children are born and move into high

risk environments-that n w parents need educating-and perhaps, most important,

that we have a much better knowledge of the devastating effects of even low

level lead exposure in children.
Whereas ten years ago we worried about,

children having seizures and ,Aying
of lead poisoning, today we are concerned

abot;t the damaging effects of lead on the brain
and central nervous system at a

much lower level of exposure. The nature of the problem has changed, but"in some

a
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ways it has become more elusive and more Complex. Categorical federal funding

targeted at specific problems ensures that high risk areas will spend some

health dollars on prevention. Instead, today in the District of Columbia we are

'uncertain of the outcome of the deliberations about the block grant in

relationship to the lead program.

Permit me one further example to indicate the need for a continued national

focus on the preven'tion of lead poisoning. In the IDistrict of Columhia, once a

child is identified with an elevated lead level, the home is inspected for lead-

based paint hazards. The most efficient and 'most cost-effective means of this

inspection is with the flodrescent analyzer. With the loss of 2 national

coordinating ability there is no longer a company in the United States

manufacturing such machines. Cities mt!st rely on repair of old machines and the

more expansive laboratory analysis of paint chips. It Would seem that we could

do better than this in 1982.

The findings of the Second National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey

confirmed the health impact of continued lead pollution-4% of our nation's

children haye lead toxicity. By a combined approach of reduction of

environmental lead exposure, public education, and quality screening and

tre'atment programs further reduction in undue lead absorption is possibce. To

shepherd our resources we must go beyond paying for sickness to preventing it,

beyond restoring good health to engendering it. Thank you for your attention.

D8212/11
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Community involvement in the Prevention
of Childhood Lead Poisoning

Committee for Lead Elimination Action
in the District of C,olumbia ' 745- (.)29

Karen Ehbr.nman M P H.'
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Mr. 'WAXMAN Thank you very much. Your testimony will be of
great assistance to us as we bring this problem to our colleagues'
attention.

_Dr. Palumbq.

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS M. PALUMBO, M.D.
Dr. PALUMBO. My comments will be from a slightly different per-

Ipect ive.
I am also, in addition to my other duties, a practicing pediatri-

cian in Washington, and did have on a number of occasions the op-
portunity to deal with a number of families in whom children were
in fact poisoned with lead.

My testimony deals primarily with a family of six children. Ini-
tially only five of them were affected with lead poisoning, now the
sixth is also. The impact oC lead poisoning on a family can be quite
significant, as it was in this family.

The initial symptoms were very mild and nonspecific. Fortunate-
ly these children were screened, and they were identified as having
madly elevated levels of lead. Had they not been screened, the ini-
tial symptoms were so nonspecific that it would have been very
likely that they would not have beeh attended to as quickly as they
were Because they were screened, they were immediately brought
to our facility, and we retested them and found that their levels
were extremely elevated to the point of being critical, to ,the point
Whue seizures were imminent if they were snot immediately at-
tended to.

They were brought into the hospital. They were treated, the
treatment was costly, lengthy, and painful. A number" of them had
to be retrea:ted for the same problem. It was fortunate that we
were able to identify .the problem though before the outcome could
potentially have been tragidf It was only through the fact that
these children were screened vd identified early that we were
able to do this.

Other stories are similar. This is not uncommon. I would only
say that the resources that went into the identifying of this family,
the subsequent followup of this family, were significant.

tAs was stated earlier, it is followup, it is education, it is out-
reach, without which a screening program is useless, without
proper followup, without proper resources available to do some-
thing about what you are finding.

As Karen said, in the District the funding is going to be cut se--
verely unless other funds are found, and it seems to me that it.is
unreasonable to think that we will be able to continue this type of
program at this level'"witht-ht)--s-nrcess and 'efficiency with which

a the program in the District is run unless funds are made available
through the Government, through creative refunding and, as
Karen suggests, or from whatever sdurces.

Mr. Palumbo's .prepared statement follows:]

(3.4,)
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TI.:771:4X1,1

of

FRANCIS M. PALUMFO, M.D.

:t started mildly enough - rail ab.tortanal pan.n, FAXV slight changes

in tk.h.r.,. A)ther was ,...(Aicerhed - a. uri caring nother v.ould be - when

the .4yri,tir; wrsisted. These ekrylaints"1.ould ordinarily havebeen

is iii anificant - an impending Mild stmach-flu or the.diffiailt.
ter:yet-771,w of a toddler. Fortunately, Tony had 1.0en screened for lead

poiser.iti;. His lead level at the tine of screning had been only minimally

elevated but was indicative of .111- env ironriont a1 laid hazard. Could he have

teen ctiltinually exposed to this hazard? Could he have been continually

in,4estin.j this lead? Coutci these complaints have been the early symptans

cltni-al.lead poisoning? Tony was-quickly brought to my office.

F.Tergency lead levels were drawn on him and his four other siblings. I was

startled by the results. All five children including the 8 month old had

1.ringerously hut. levels. Their levels were so extremely elevated that

su.izuv,s sir untiini.nt. The situation was critical. The children wre

1,1,4itted to the hospital when; they underwent a series of very painful injections

in order to cleanse their systems of Lheir potentially fatal toxin. The

treatrent was succeastul. Thk, lead that was insiduously poisoning their

systers was, reduced to safer levels. Had thesii children not been screened

the ,uitcorte would have 1..r..-,en tragic.- live perfectly normal, .healthy, hapPy

woull have suffered significant "and lasting brain damage. The

burden on their lives, their family and society v.ould have been irrreasurable.

The story of Tony and his Z,t^iiiy is only one of many such stories

around tiui city. Another patient of ralne was identified as having an

excessive lead level after being screened at a local health fair. She, too,

was st:ccessfully chelated before significant damage occurred.

I,; ileir trcm those bro.t case. presentation:3 that appropriate

sornir,g test a rrevent the significant cconsequences of easily treatable

such as lead poisoning. It is also clear that the success of

screruilyt 1..,er.wn.areund the comitry is being threatened hy the block

At; 1,-,s!: chi 1 dren aro screened, as less outreach and

.f.d:c.it v is cic,ne, ii. fewer homes are abated of excessive lead hazards,

children like Tony will not be identified until significant irreversible

dama,;e has already occurred. It is, therefore, essential the. t lead

p,isoning prevention prograrrs cnntinue to function at their present levels

at efficiency .and success. In order for this to occur, it is clear that

furxling must reruin at reasonable levels. It it is unreasonable to expect

fundinu to be adequate urder the pregent block grant allocations.

ii
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Mr. WAXMAN Thank you.
Ms. Ehrnrnan, I want to commend your all-volunteer committee

on the work it has done. Is the committee in a' position to pick up
on those activities that the District may be forced to cut back on?

Ms. EHRNMAN. No. Our committee is advisory to th,e program.
We do not deliver any direct services.

Mr. WAXMAN. What 'program is the lead preventioh program
competing against for funding?

I think that would give us some idea of the dilemma that must
go on at the local government level.

Ms. EHRNMAN. Attachment C gives some indication of that. The
large portion of moneys spent in this city are on maternal and
child health clinics throughout the city, the crippled children's pro-
gram, other education and counseling services, sudden infant death
syndrome, and there are others:Tough competition.

Mr. WAXMAN. So, in the District of Columbia or the States
throughout the country, they have to choose between these pro-
grams to aid crippled children, to screen for lead poisoning, one to
give to angther. All of these programs competing and going without
sufficient funding I would expect is the case.

Dr. PALUMBO. From my perspective as being a practicing pedia-
trician, it seems to me that there just isn't enough money to go
around

Mr. WAXMAN. If a child has low-level lead poisoning, is there a
seizure impact?

You mention nonspecific symptoms; could a child be thought of
as being slow or having behavioral problems?

Dr. PALUMBO. In this particular case there was a change in be-
havior, nonspecific and nominal complaints. We were seeing the
symptoms of early acute lead poisoning. If the exposure had been
allowed to continue, we would have seen what we don't usually see
much any more, the coma, the seizures. The more insidious symp-
toms of chronic lea.cl exposure, behavior problems, learning prob-
lems, which are much more difficult to pick up on because they are
insidious and chronic.

You may see, a child who is not performing as well as you would
expect or a child who is not doing the things that they had been
doing preliiously. In high risk situations, lead should always be con-
sidered as a potential cause of these problems.

Mr. WAXMAN. You say we don't see many of these problems any
more because of screening, but if we don't have screening capabili-
ties, we will see more of these problems?

Dr. PALUMBO. That is a logical conclusion. The only reason the
family was brought in when they were was simply because they
had been screened.

Mr. WAXMAN. Ms. Mikulski. .

Ms. Mixt.u.sxi. Thank you for telling us about Tony, because
when we deal in large numbers it is hard to put a human face to it.
If I could go through with Tony, I really haveI would like to
follow Tony through if I could.

We hear about screening, diagnosis, the treatment that yOu
talked about, and I am interested in, one, how does it work, and
second, kind of a per family or per case basis, how much did it cost
to examine Tony? How much did it cost to treat Tony and his sib-
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hogs? And then, had it not been detected, what would you have
done with Tony if he would have come in with it undetected? From

the tithe he walked in, what are the diagnostic procedures?
Dr. PALUMBO. Well, the first thing we needed to do was to bring

them back and confirm the values and see where they were. This
required bringing all five of t,hern into our facility, retesting them.

We had to arrange for emergency testing to be done. The blood was
taken by courier to the District.

Ms. Mixur..sici.. It is a simple blood test?
Dr. PALUMBO. Initially. We did X-rays, looked at their blood

counts, their urine, other areas where we might be able to detect
the presence of lead.

Fortunately, because of the efficiency Of the system in the Dis-

trict, we were able to get these tests done within a few hours. We
realized then that that was a critical situation.

Ms. Rutin...sic. Is that average, shall I say, that you could have

done the urine, blood, et cetera, and you said you had these in a
matter of hours. Is that normal around the country?

Dr. PALUMBO. I am not sure. I am just familiar with the District,

and it is a very efficient program, and we were able to take advan-

tage of that. The children were then admitted to the hospital, and

all five required therapy. We depleted the Washington area of the
chelating agents so severe were the problems.

Incidentally, our pharmacy had to appeal to other local areas to
get enough of the medication, since three children had to be reche-

lated. You are giving a dose with higher affinity for lead than the
body. The medication 'draws the,lead out of the tissues and it can
then be excreted in the urine.

Ms. MIximsic. You say it is very painful?
Dr. PALUMBO. It is given by deep 1ntramusc4ar injection, so it is

painful.
Each received two inject:ions during the day.
Ms. MucuLsKI. How long did i_atake to do that?
Dr. PALUMBO. The first course was 5 days, and then we had to

wait a bit since there is a norinal period where the lead rebounds

and for three of them it rebound to`where they had tct be :echelat-

ed.
Ms. MIKULSKI A quick di gnosis, not only in terms of the hours

it took to identify the problem, but this was discovered early in
terms of its body ramifications. When would a threshold,have been

crbssed where you couldnit have brought those child loren ack, or is

all lead reversible?
Dr. PALUMBO. It depends on the level of the exposure and the

chronicity of it. A child who has never been exposed to lead who
wanders into a home where there is flaking paint and eats a few

paint chips may rapidly increase their level and potentially nbt

suffer damage, depending on how high the level is.
The child in the same setting who comes in, eats an excessive

amount of lead-based paint, could have a seizure and go into coma
and subsequently suffer significant brain damage.

The other situation would be the child who is exposed to chronic
low levels of lead over a period of time during which time effects

may not be as amatic as a seizure or coma, but you get the subtle
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complication% the learning problems, behavioral disorders, that
have only been recognized within the last 5 years.
- Ms. MIKULSKI. When the lead level is up, does it stay up?
Dr, PALUMBO. It depends on the exposure. If you remove them

from the environment, it will go down n1 ) while the lead is there it
does the damage. It is crucial to it only remove them from the
environment, but to remove the lea from their bodies.

Ms.,MntutsKt. Say you had seen this family even a year or two
later and the damge had been done they would have had seizures
in the home and so on, what do you so with those kidYWhat hap-
pens?

Dr. PALUMBO. After?
MS. MIKU.LSKI. Yes.
Dr. PALUMBO. After they have already st fered significant

damage, it depends on t_b severity of it. They w uld certainly need
special education deperfding on the types of brain damage: Physical
therapy, oCcupational therapy. If they were sever ly retarded, long-
term institutionalization, significant cost, signifipint in trauma açj
einotional drain on the- family. It would be ignificant problem.

[14s. MIKULSKI. That takes me back to thm coming in, why did
Tony's levels get so high?

Dr: PALUMBO. The lead was in the home.
Interestingly,what might have happened in this situation when.

'the initial lead hazard was identified, we went through the usual
procedure, the usual protocol; the lead poisoning prevention pro-
gram was notified, the home was inspected, the environment was
identified as having lead-based paint. It was most likely when an
attempt was made to clear the environment of the lead with scrap-
ing and peeling and sanding,. a lot of lead was then released into
the environment, and without properunfortunately, there were
not proper precautionetaken at the time of abatement to complete-
ly clean the home of the lead hazard, so there was a lot more lead
in the environment because of the abatement procedure- than there
had been. ,

Ms. -MIKuLsia. How much did the diagnosis cost per child? Do
you know that? 4

Dr. PALUMBO. We had five children in the hospital for close to 2
weeks.

Ms. MixtLsm. What was the treatment, the part where they are
doing the blood and the urinalysis?

Dr. PALUMBO. Because of the lead program in the District, the
actual testing was free. So that didn't cost the patient anything. It
cost the District, the lead poisoning program.

Ms. MIKuLsxr. How much did it cost the District?
Dr. PALUMBO. I am not certain.
MS. EHRNMAN. I am not certain either. Blood tests are generally

considered to be expensive, a urine test more.
Ms. MIKULSKI. Was it $10, $100?
Dr. PALU.MBO. $10 sounds reasonable.
Ms. MIKutsxl. Maybe 10 bucks a child?
MS. EHRNMAN. I think that is realistic. Certainly not any higher

than $35. That would be the highest.
Ms. MIKutsxr. So for the diagnosis of Tony and his brothers and

sisters, we spent not more than $100 or $125 for the diagnosis.
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Then your treatment: of course, h pitalizationwhat is a day at
Georgetown?

Dr. PALUMBO. It is somew ere in the $180 to $200 range per
child.

Ms. MIKULSKI And the the chelation, was that expensive? ,

Dr. PALUMBO. I amznot sure of the cost of that, but I am sure it
was. It is not a coroMon medication, so I am sure it was expensive.

The other studi6s done, the X-rays and blood counts and blood

tests, I am sure' the hospital bill for all five children would have
been significant, certainly in the thousands.

Ms. Mptht.sici. Probably paid for by medicaid?
Dr.YzALUMBO. Yes.
Ms. MIKULSKL The reason I am going through this almost tedious

thing is that back here was $10 worth of medical diagnosis. The
abatement was done. Because of the way the abatement was done,
each next step becomes more complicated and ultimately more bur-
densome to the family and to society.

By the time we got the chelation, we were talking $1,000 or more
per child. Once we got past that, had Georgetown not interceded,
the cost to public facilities, it seems to me it increases geometrical-
ly.

Dr. PALUMBO. Yes.
Ms. MIKULSK1 That gives the whole argument for doing the pro-

gram in the first place. These machines you talked about, what do
they do? Do they do diagnosis?

Ms. EHRNMAN. You hold it against the wall oNa building and it
identifies whether or not there is lead-based paint on that wall.

Ms. MiKuLsKI. It is portable?
MS. EHRNMAN. Yes.
Ms. MntutsKI. How much do they cost?
Ms. EHRNMAN. $7,000 per machine, but we can no longer, buy a

new machine. There is no company currently making the ma-
chines.

Ms. Mixut.sici. In Europe either, or--
Ms. EHRNMAN. I only know about the United States.
Ms. Mixtn,sict. Maybe we better call Toyota and we could get it

for $600 for the mayor's Christmas present
You then tried to get companies to donate the machines?
Ms. EHRNMAN. No; we tried to get some companies interested in

making them. It is evident that it is less expensive to use a porta-
ble machine that you put against the wall to identify if that is
lead-based paint rather than needing to analyze paint chips in a
laboratory. Even though the machines initially are expensive,
when you are dealing with large numbers of children it is more
cost effective to use machines.

In addition, in homes which do not have peeling and flaking
paint, it is a lot to ask a family if you can chip their paint to ana-
lyze it, and you need to chip it in several different areas, because
Obviously children are exposed to more than orie wall in the house.
That is why. the cities which had in the pasCheen funded by cate-
gorical funds had these' machines.

Ms. MucuLsici. Why did they stop making the machines?
Ms. EHRNMAN. They were expensive to use. Only the cities that

were funded were buying the machines and there was no incentive.
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They .knew the programs were joining into the block grant and
then there was no incentive to buy the machines.

MS. MHWL.SKI. Thank you.
Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Walgren.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Chaiman.
How many children are being screened now? I notice that the

percentage with elevated levels is going down:but how many chil-
dren are being screened?
MS,EHRNMAN. Last year in the District, 14,000.
Mr. WALGREN. Is 'that fewer than in previous years?
Ms. EHRNMAN. No, it is about the same.
Mr. WALGREN. What are the sources of' lead poisoning other than

paint? Whete is all this stuff?
MS. EHRNMAN. In the District of Columbia, we can identify lead-

based paint in the homes of about 85 percent of the children with
elevated blood lead levels, blood lead levels over 30, which is the
trigger point by which the city gets involved.

With those children we also find lead in dust in the homes,
which probably initially comes from the lead-based paint, lead in
the dirt outside th,e homes, obviously there is lead in the air. Cer-
lain children we have found lead in the ashes of fireplai;es from
the burning of newspapers and the parents have reported the chit--
dren eating the ashes.

Occasionally we find families who are using old pewter contain-
ers which on analysis it is thought they contain lead and acidic
juices will leach the lead 'out or the ,pewter, and pottery with lead
glazes on, which causes additional source or lead to the child,

Mr. WALGREN. What is the status of present paints? If I go downto the store and buy paint--
Dr. PALUMBO. Interior paint now is lead free.
MS. EHRNMAN. As is exterior.
Mr. WALGREN What about the spray cans of Rustoleum?
Ms. EHRNMAN. No lead. The last time I talked with the coating

association, they assured me there is not lead in paint, with the ex-
ception of lead for bridges. There are specific paints containinglead. but in my conversations with them, I recall there is some
sense of control for that, so that they feel that a family cannot
easily get access to the paint for bridges and use it in homes.

Dr. PALUMBO. There has been a problem with the Mystic Bridge
in Boston. Apparently there has been painting and scraping and
there is some .concern about the families in the area.

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Walgren;
Dr. Palumbo, Ms. Ehrnman, thank you for your contribution to

this hearing.
Mr. WALGREN. I am sorry, if I could just ask one other question.
Mr. WAXMAN. Yes.
Mr. WALGREN What percentage of residences have lead-based

paint presently, and does your program involve a universal screen-
ing Of residences regardless or the age of the people living in the
residences, and how completely have residential areas been
screened for this?

Ms. EHRNMAN. For public housing, we have just completed' here
in the District a survey of all public housing which houses children

75
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f; and under, so we know the status of that and -there continues to

be some lead.based paint in our public housing. But ,there is a spe-

cial appropriation in the District to eliminate that hazard and that

is being worked on.
In private dwellings we do not routinely go in and look' for lead-

based paint. Only when a child has been identified with an elevat-

ed blood level is the houSe inspect:d.
.Mr. WALOREN So there are tens of thousands of units out there

that might be lived in by a 65-year-old couple that next year a baby

might move into and the only awareness.of that would be through

your community information system, and the parent must in fact

pick up that warning and kmzw to ask some question or have that

home inspected: is that correct.----
Dr. PALUMBO. Basically that is correct, but if a child in an area is

identified as having lead poisoning and the home is inspected.and

found to have lead-based paint, teams will go out and screen chil-

dren in the neighborhood and try to get a sense of what is happen-

ing in that neighborhood. So there is an effort made to identify
unfortunately, you cannot request a home to be inspected if' a child

has not, or someone has not been identified as having an increased

lead levet. That has come up a number of times.
But neighborhoods will be screened at least in terms of the possi-

bility of there being other children with lead poisoning in a partic-

ular neighborhood. There .is a row of houses, all built .at the same

time by the same person, there is a high chance that there will be
other children on that block in that community who will also be

potential candidates for lead poiSoning, and if they, are identified

then those homes will be subsequently inspcted.
Mr. WAl.GREN Thank yoaLMr. Chairman,
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
Our last panel is composed of Dr. Ellen Silbergeld, chief toxic sci-

entist for the Environmental Defense Fund, and Dr. Barbara Star-

field, Department-of Health Services Administratibn at Johns Hop-

kins University:
Dr. Stanfield is testifying today on behalf of' the American Public

Health Association.
I want to welcome you.
And we also have accompanying ouc witnesses that I have intro-

duced, Dr. Devra Lee Davis, a faculty member of the Johns Hop-

kins Univerity School or Hygiene and Public Health, who will be

here to answer questions.
I think there was some confusion on communications with Dr.

Davis. If she wishes to add a statement in the record, we will be

pleased to receive it so that we will have the further benefit of her

views.
Let's start with Dr. Silbergeld.

STATEMENTS OF ELLEN K. SILBERGELD, CIIIEE TOXIC'S

SCIENTIST, ENORONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND: I3ARBARA STAR-

FIELD. M.D., :ThI ON BEHALE OF AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH

ASSOCIATION: AND DEVRA LEE DAVIS, BALTIMORE, MD.

Dr. S1LBERGELD. In addition to presenting the views of the Envi-
ronmental Defense Fund, of which I am the chief toxic scientist, I

G
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am also personally pleased to discuss this issue before your com-
mittee today, because I was involved for-10 years in basic research
on lead poisoning, specifically the nature of the adverse effects of
lead exposure on the developing brain.

For some reason, lead poisoning exerts an extraordinary fascina-
tion upon this administration. ,We have lived through about 8
Months of negotiations, ultimately concluded, which have reinstat-
ed the phasedown program to keep lead out of gasoline. We may be
about to live through another nightmare concerning the prevention
of occupational lead poisoning. Today we are attempting to deter-
mine whether we will indeed even look for lead poisoning when it
occurs in our population.

I want to talk about three issues primarily related to current
knowledge about the nature of lead poisoning in this country,
which argue strongly and specifically for preserving and strength-
ening the categorical status of the program perhaps over some of
the other concerns which confront you in the area of maternal and
child health.

Building on 10 years of work, based on an important article by
Dr. Jane Lin-Fu in 1973, we now know that for lead there really is
no margin of safety in terms of exposure, that many of its effects
on the brain are irreversible and that, as a consequence, detection
and early intervention remain the only adequate methods of treat-
ment.

All the maneuvers I referred to earlier as going on in this admin-
istration, coupled with the dismantlement of the program in HUD
which deals with many of the housing problems of concern to Con-
gressman Walgren impact directly on children. Children are the
most sensitive to lead in terms of the severity of effects which are
observed.

At the level of the nerve in the brain, lead interferes with chemi-
cal processes of information transfer, with no threshold for its ef-
fects. Those thresholds which appear to exist in medical practice
for the effects of lead in children are probably provided by physio-
logical processes which keep lead from entering the brain and
being taken up by nerve cells.

Howeiver, once lead enters a nerve, it is very difficult, if not im-
possible,\ to remove it by any of the strategies of chelation therapy
or other .techniques which you have heard of earlier. At our pres-
ent stateoof knowledge, blood level concentrations are the best indi-
cator for current exposure to lead. By obtaining accurate and
proper measurements of blood lead, it is possible for physici,ans and
health workers to intervene and propose medical treatment to
reduce the circulating levels of lead and prevent large amounts
from reaching and binding to cells in the brain.

On page 4, I have included the results of a study undertaken in
collaboration with Dr. Julian Chisolm of Johns Hopkins showing
blood lead on the X-axis and an indicator of altered brain Metabo-
lism, HVA in urine, shown on the Y-axis. There are geve,ral inter-
esting factors about the curve.

First, as blood lead increases, the alteration in brain emistry is
also increased.

Ms. SILBERGELD. Second, there were significant outliers from the
regression line, which are not shown on this graph. These repre-
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sented childven who had repeated episodes of lea-d poisoning. Put
Very simply, that is, if' a child came in for the seFond, third, or
fourth time, then fora given level of lead in blood that -child had
an even greater increase in this metabolite in brain cliemistry. The
'other point to keep in mind is to do this reseaTch requires hospital;
ization and extensive treatment of children, measurement of lead
in urine and blood. The costs.were probably in excess of $250,000.

Among the diseases caused by'external agents, the need for early
intervent,ion is comp'elling in the case of lead poisoning. EXposure
of children to very low levels of lead adversely affects neuro-
behavioral development. There are now several new studies con-
ducted in this country, England, and West Germany, which demon-
strate significant deterioration in intelligerice associated with what
used to be called subclinical or asymptomatic lead poisoning.

Those very names should indicate to you the need for an aggres-
sive screening p?ogram. "Subclinical"below the level of express-
ing clinical signs, "a_ymptomatic"in- tbe absence of overt detect-
able symptoms. The nature of low level lead poisoning is such that
it can and does easily escape detection by clinicians. Treatment is
vii.tal before the effects of lead are symptomatic or clinical, un-
equivocal and overt. At such stages as these early asym,ptomatic-
subclinical stages, identification can only be made byl screening
programs using the biological indicators as blood lead or EP tests.

Ms. MuwisKi [presiding]. May I ask you a question here?
I don't mean to sidetrack the testimony, but is the .technology

available, and I don't mean rarely available, to really do the diag-

tnosis
that you are referring There is an example for PCB. What

oes it mean?
Again, Johns Hopkins is doing an environmental study to detect

thiS in the State of New York. The levels thatyou are talking
about, can we really do it with blood tests, or is it the kind of thing
we have to fly to California because there is only one lab in the
world that does it?

Ms. SIL6ERGELD. No; we are very fortunate that we can measure
lead in blood down to extremely low levels; indeed, by fent, inex-
pensive instrumentation. I am referring to the anodic stripping vol-
tametric tKhnique.

Again, a'SQMs. Ehrnman pointed out to you, this instrument has
been developed and is now in use in many of the large cities and
public health screening programs in this country. It as been en-
dorsed by the Centers for Disease Control.

The technology exists. Now, the technology for determining that
an effect has been induced in a child's brain is very difficult. So, if
we are going to wait until we can see these symptoms, these subtle
effects in behavior which may be very difficult to see in the pre-
school childand I will get to some of the nature of this evidence
then I think it is a hopeless battle. We will be back to looking for
lead lines in teeth, X-raying the stomach contents, waiting for seiz-
ure. malaise, fatigue, and what used to be called the overt symp-
tomatology of' lead encephaloptithy.

Ms. MutuLsiti. I understand.
Ms. SILBERGELD. That really speaks to the point I am moving to,

and that is that the studies that have been done-which demon-
strate a'connection between these lower levels of blood lead and ef-
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fects on children's brains have been done in children, none of
whom were diagnosed at the time of their active exposure as being
lead-poisoned. None of these children came to the attention of the
relevant public authorities in London, Boston, or Dusseldorf as
being lead poisoned. It was only the basis of retrospective studiesdone by tooth lead analysis, that one detected that they were
indeed overburdened with lead.

Now, it has been argued by some that the effects of lead on intel-
ligence and learning which have been reported at these low levels
of exposure are not large, that they amount to a drop of five points
in the mean IQ scores of children measured many years after their
encounters with lead. If you look on page 6, I think you really can
gain an appreciation of what this effect means. This does not just
mean that for example,. children who have lower levels of leadand really have to beicategorized this way, because we all have
body burdens of lead-children at the lower lead category achieve
'IQ scores as high as 135, whereas children with higher lead bur-
dens in the tooth measurements do not achieve any IQ score higher
than 120.

But what has happened here is that the entire curve is shifted to
the left. We are losing that entire'segment of intellectual perform-
ance as'a result of very low levels of lead exposure in a large group
of children, none of whom were ever diagnosed as suffering from
lead poisoning..

This is a very serious effect fore both the individuals at risk, obvi-
ously, ,and it it important for society, which must cieal with large

- numbers of Untrainable and unproductive members.
Indeed, the Public Health Service is considering the recommen-

dation that .lead sereening be part of the routine clinical evaluationof all children in'this country, or at least that was its proposal
until its decimation submitted by OMBvesterday.

Now, I would like to also bring to your attention another item of
research interest with regard to lead. New clinical and experimen-
tal information indicates that the unborn child may be at even
greater risk for the effects of lead than children after birth. Both
the male and female parent appear to be able to convey lead-in-
duced.neurologic deficits to their children. For,that reason, we sug-
gest that the national lead screening programs need to be expand-
ed to cover persons of childbearing age, so that programs" of speciar
intervention, such as dietary compensation and alleviation of expo-
sure, can be put in place'to-ameliorate these potentially devastat-
trig effects. Also, information on prenatal and pregestational effects
of lead will aid in developing appropriate strategies for asessing the
extent of this exposure and for appropriate methods for controlling
it.

We find it cynical that an administration which repeatedly
voices a concern for children to a biological extreme can disregard
the evidence for lead as a fetotoxin, teratogen, a germ cell mutagen
and neuiotoxin of particular pote 'y in its attack on the young
child's brain.

All these lines of-evidence supp rt'the childhood lead screening
program and indicate that it must be retained and strengthene0
within the Centers for Disease Control.
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There are many compelling medical public health reasons for
this specific recommendation.

First, in order to assign appropriate strategies to prevent the
Nntinuing epidemic of lead poisoning on a national basis, it is,im-

perAtive to maintain lead poisoning as a reportable disease within
the purview of the Public Health Service. Now, you heard some

vague promises from Dr. Hardy earlier this morning that some sort

of voluntary reporting system will remain in place, even after the
devdstation of this program. I think that is highly unlikely. With-

out the,documentation available, from the interface of the CDC and

'the Natiqnal Center' for Health Statistics, we would never have
gained the information which showed ao clearly that lead in gaso-
line was an important source of lead in children's bodies and an
important cause of lead poisoning in these children.

4Second, even from a cost-effective point of view, it is clear that
CDC should continue to run an expanded lead screening program.
Fragmentation of the screening program into State and local enti-
ties will greatly increase the expense of this progit..,,a, particularly
such vital aspects as quality control and data gathering. Now, we

tMked a little bit earlier about the instrumentation and the mecha-

nisms which are undeitaken to screen children for lead. Maintain-
ing appropriate quality control of lead sc?eening laboratories is a

very difficult task. The Center for Disease Control, in collaboration

with Che National Bureau of Standards, has developed a perform-

ance-oriented program whereby State and local laboratories can
know that they are performing within aPkopriate criteria; that
their results are accurate. To remove this'program from, a national

focus would diminish this quality control aspeqt so vital to the rec-
ognition and intervention in lead poisoning.

Third, to embark on any policy which in mall likelihood will 'lead

to the diminution, if ,not destruction, of this program will, cause tre-

mendous costs to accrue from the undetectedond untreated cases
of lead poisoning. Thega` cases will eventually come to our atten-

tion, but they will come to our attention at a point when they are

no longer treatable, and when the consequenpe'for society are
truly devastating. I have included on page 9 some data that was
developed by Dr. George Provenzano, on the Environmental Protec-

tion Agency, on the societal causes of intellectual deficits associat-

ed with lead. At the bottom line, they indicate costs between $500

million and $1 billion. Keep in mind that these costs are based on

the 1978 health costs which this committee 'recognizes are low at
the present time. Therekare also based on estimates of the preva-
lence of lead poisoning which we now know,are under estimates on
the basis of CDC's data gathering. Thus, the real costs of untreated
lead poisoning in this country are conservatively in the range of

billions of dollars. The destruction of the lead screening program,

as bl.oposed, will block our window on an enormous public health

epidemic.
It will obstruct and decrease the effdits of community health

workors to detect and treat lead poisoning. It will eliminate infor-
mation which might guide programs of environmental cleanup and

source control, ranging from abatement of old housing to modifica-
tions of the Clean Air Act. .It is this latter aspect which perhaps
explains the special energy with which this administration co-I-Ain-
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ues to attack all asPects of lead poisoning. Never send to know for
whom the bell tolls, .admonished the poet Donne. This is no less
than an attempt to cut down the, bell and silence bellringers by
those who do not wish to act on its conclusions.

Lead poisoning is the clearest instance of an environmental dis-
* ease that we have before us. If we cannot act to prevent this dis-

ease, how much more feeble will our efforts be to protect American
health before the onslaught of other toxic substances against us.

Thank you.
[Dr. Silbergeld's prepared statement follows:1

,Ir
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OF

DR. ELLEN X. SILBERGELD

CHIEF TOXICS SCIENTIST

ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND

On behalf of the Environmental Defense Fund, I am pleased

to present testimony on the childhood lead screening programs

in the United States. The E onmental Defense Fund is a

national nonprofit organization, with 50,000 members, staffed

by scientists and attorneys at five regional offices in New

york, Washingt.on, Richmond,
Boulder, and Berkeley, and

dedicated to the development of rational apploaches to

environmental probleMs. 'I am Chief Toxics Scientist of the

Environmental Defense Fund; in addition to regesenting the

concerns of my organiZation, I have a longstanding interes in

the issue of lead poisoning. I spent ten,years as a rese ch.

scientist, at the Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions and the

National Institutes of Heaath investigating the adverse effec

of lead exposure. I have published mady papers and (reviews '

the subject of lead toxicity.

These hearings provide a forum for discussing What is

probably the most significant and pervasive environmental

illness in this country. In the past decade, since Dr. Jane

S.)
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Lin-t.'s se:!linal reappraisal of the lead poisoning problem,

tn re has been an extraordinary expansiOn of our knowledge of

tne health h4ards of low level lead exposure. Experimental

:1...(c>pilei,the concerns of physicians, that for

lead tnere is really no margin of safety, that many of the

'etfetsif lead are irreversible, particularly for the brain .of

children, and that detection and early intervention

re%lin tne only adequatethods of treatment.

tnese hearings do not take place in a vacuum.

Tnis administration appears determined to make lead a central

ioe in tneir philosophical approach to theenvironment,

,,..!pati'.)nal health and safety, and public health. Earlier

this yeAr, the Envirohmental Protection Agency attempted to

sdt'vezt tne very mudest lead phase-down program by proposing

reg.,lai)ns which would have increased the iise'of lead as a

gasdline additive. 'That effort has now been retracted, due in

largeart to the clear evidence, arising from the childhood

lead screening program, that lead from gasoline contributeS

si4n1ficantly to the continuing problem of lead poisoning in

tnis codntry. The Occupational Safety and Health

Administration, conforming to the express wishes of the Office

of Management and budget and the Regulatory Reform group at the

White House, is preparing to revise the occupational lead
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standard, a mov.. which it successful will perMit significant

increases in ambient lead concentrations in industry. The if

Department of Housing and Urban Development, charged by he

cQurts to implement the provisions of the Lead Based .Paint

Poisoning prevention Act, has responded by dismantling its,

expertise in the area of lead poisoning. Without its research

office, the Department will not be able, even if it wished to

do so, to determine the effidacy of various strategies which

have been proposed for abatement of the lead paint,problem.

All these moves affect one group particularly: our

childr;n. Children are the most sensitive to lead, in terms of

the small amount of lead required to affect them, and in terms

of the severity of affects olaserved.

At the level of the neuron In the brain, lead interferes

with chemical processes of information transfer with no

threshhold for its effects. What threshholds appear to exist

for the effects of lead in children are probably provided by

physiological processes which keep lead from entering the tlrin

and being taken up by neurons. Once lead enters a neuron, it

is very difficult, if not impossible, to r.emove it.

Blood lead concentrations are the best indicator for

current exposure to lead; by following these measurements, it

is possible to intervene and by appropriate medical treatmen,
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to remove circulating and peripherally stored lead from bone

and other organs possibly before it reaches and is bound to

cells in the brain. On the basis of collaborative research

with Dr. J. Chisolm of Johns Hopkins, we have reported a

significant relationship between levels of lead in blood and a

biological 'indication of altered brain chemisi-ry (see fig. 1).
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Among diseases caused by external agents, the need for

early intervention is compelling in the case of lead poisoningi

based on what is now known of the mechanisms and progress of

the intoxication. Exposure of children to very low levels of

lead adversely affects neurobehavioral development. There are

now several studies, conducted in this country, England, an'd

Germany, demonstrating significant deterioration in children's

intelliience and behavior associated with what used to be

called subclinical or *asymptomatic* lead poisoning. This
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tact cannot be ovetemphaaized in guiding our evaluation of the

medical approaches to preventing irreversible lead toxicity.

The very names are indicative of the need for aggressive

screening programs: the nature of low level lead poisoning is

auct: that it can and dOes easily escape detection by

clinicians. Intervention and treatment is vital before the

effects of lead are unequivocal and overt. At such stages,

identifacation can only be made by screening programs, using

the indicators of blood alead and erythrocyte

protoporphytion. We have known since,the_work of Byers in 1943

that, when lead neurotoxicity is recognizable, its long term

sequelae are usually inexorable. The studies of Needleman,'in

Boston, and Winneke, in Dusseldorf, and Yule, in London,

eXemplify this: the neurological deficits in the children

studied persisted long after they were exposed to lead: lead

exposure was determined by measurements of tooth lead content,

a marker which sums the overall experience of the child with

environmental lead. It is relevant to note that none of these

children were diagnosed at the time of their active exposilre,

as being lead poisoned.

It has been argued that the effects of lead on intelligence

and learning which have been reported are not large, for

example, amounting to a drop of five points in mean IQ scores.

However, a drop of five points in mean IQ across the range of

IQ, as was found by
Needleman,1 will result in a doubling of

the number of children with IQs below 70 -- that is, a doubling .

1 Needleman, H.L., Leviton, A., and Bellinger, D. N.E.

Journal of Med. 306:367, 1981.
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in the number of children defined as retarded (see figure 2).
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This:is a settous effect, both for the individuals at risk, and

for the society which must deal with large numbers of
,untrainable,.and unproductive members. The Public Health
Service is considering the recommendation that lead screening
be part of the routine clinical evaluation of all children in
this country.
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New clinical and experimental
information2 indicates that

the unborn child may be at even greater risk for the effects of

lead. Both the male and female parent can corivey l'ead-induced

nrol'ogical deficits to their children. Fcr that reason, the

national lead screening programs
need'to be expanded to cover

persons of childbearing age, so that programs of special

intervention, such as dietary
compensation, may be put in place

to ameliorate the effects (Y.: lead. Also, fnformation on

prenatal and pregestational
e'ffects of lead will aid in

developing appropriate
strategies for assessing the extent of

Such exposure and methods for controlling it, It is cynical

that an "admanistration which repeatedly Voices its cOncern for

/ children to a biological extreme can disregard the eviden.ce ior

lead as a fetotoxin, a reproductive teratogen, p germ cell

mutagen,.and a neurotoxin of special vigor in its attack on the
6

'young child's brain.

The childhood lead screening program must be retained and

strengthened within the Centers for Disease Control. There are

many compelling medical and public health reasons for this

recommendalion. First, in order to design appropriate

strategies for preventing continuing epidemics of lead

poisoniiig on a national basis, such as the continued removal of

lead from gasoline, it is iMperative to maintain lead poisoning

as a reportable disease within the Public Health Service

purview. Without the documentation available from the

interface of the CDC database and the National Health and

2 Silbergeld, E.K.: Behavioral teratology of lead. In J.

Yanai (ed) Behavioral Teratology, Amsterdam, Elsevier, in press.
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setves an.invaluaule function to prOvide essentialiquality

control over the actual measurement,of lead in blood of
children. Blood lead measurements are technically difficult to
perform, since the procegl requires great care in collection
and analytic procedures', and the actual m;thodology for

measurement -- whether by instrumentation using atomic

absorption spectropgotometry or by the newer methods of anodic

stripping voltammetry -- must be repeatedly calibrated. The
CDC has developed a national system of prkficiency testing, so
that communities, medical personnel, and public health
officials can be assured of the reliability of data on extent
of lead poisoning in their patients, communities and
relatives. There is no aS'surance that state and local

governments wold be able to maintain such an ongoing

monitJring program in the absence of CDC involAment. Most
importantly, a national', reliable screening p ogram is needed
to provide the alert program of early detecti'n and

intervention. Early detection can only be p ovided by

well-f,Inded national programs of screening, using standardized
methods. As you will hear from other witnesses, it is unlikely

that states Ind local health agencies can adequately support
Nutrition Txanina n Survey (referred to as NHANES), no clear
correlation between hildren's blood lead levels and gasoline
lead additives would eve appeared. Second, the CDC oversight
lead screening programs.

Evidence presented before this committee should compel the

judgment that medically the lead screening programs must be
mayttained. Even from a cost-effective point of view, it is

clear that CDC should continue to run an expanded lead

screening program. Fragmentation of the screening program into

state and local entities will increase expenses, particularly
of such 'aspects as quality control and data gathering for

t.r
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publfc health assessment purposes.
Further, to embark on any

policy which in all likelihood will lead to the diminution, if

not destruction, of the lead screening program, will .cause

tremendous costs to accrue from undetected and hence untreated

cases of lead poisioning. Provenzano
3 has estimated the

costs associated with low level lead poisoning, as shown in

Table 1, as between $500,000,000 and $1 billion. These data,'
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3 Provenzano, G. The social costs of excessive lead

exposure during childhood.* In Needleman, H.L. (editor) Low

Level Lead Exposure, New York, Raven Press, pp. 299-315, 1980.
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calculated in 1978, were based on a lower incid4ce rate for

lead poisoning than that recehtly reported by CDC, so that,

together with the increases in health-associated costs noted by

this committee and others, the real costs of untreated lead

poisoning in this country are conservatively in the range of

billions of dollars.

The destruction of the lead screening program will lock

our window on this enormous epidemic. It will obstruct and

decrease the efforts of community health workers to detect and

treat lead poisoning. It will eliminate information which

might guide programs of environmental cleanup and source

control. And it is this latter aspect which perhaps explains

the special energy with which this administfation has attacked

all aspects of lead poisoning. "Never send to know for whom

the bell tolls," admonished the poet Donne; the dismantling of

the lead screening program is no less than an attempt to cut

down the bell and.silence the bell ringers by those who do not

wish to hear its warning 9-(N..a.yt on its conclusions.
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M. MiKtt.SKi Thank you very much, Doctor.
NI,- Waxman had to leave. 1 am .running the whole show. So, I

want to thank you for your -testimony, and we are going to hear
from Dr. Starfield and Dr. Davis, 'Ind then we will move to ques-

tions.

STATEllENT OF BARBARA STAMM), M.D., M.P.H.

Dr STARPIELD. Thank vou.
I am delighted to be here. I am a physician on the staff of the

Johns Hopkins Medical Institution. I am a member of the Ameri-

can Public Health Association, and I am here today on, their

behalf.
I have a longstanding interest in the causes of diseases in child-

hood and devising and evaluating the effectiveness of health pro-
grams to deal with them.

I know the value of data obtained judiciously and parsimoniously
and am involved in a variety of activities to increase the usefulneSs

of data.
I know about lead poisoning from a clinical vantage, for I have

personally seen and treated children with it, and I know about it
from a public health point of view because of my involvement in
several projects in which lead poisoning was of concern.

Lead poisoning is a significant clinical problem with both acute
and chronic manifestations. Acute toxicity in children, which is

much less common now than it was 20 years ago, produces injury

to the brain, permanent retardation, and sometimes death. Chronic
poisoning., which is insidious in onset, produces behavioral difficul-

ties and neurologic problems that affect behavior and 'interfere

with learning and education in school. The burden on sbciety from

lead poisoning extends far beyond the handicap suffered by-the in-
dividuals affected. For example, the presence of such disabled chil-

dren in a classroom is disruptive and compromises the education of
other children as well as that of the affected children. Failure to
treat and eliminate lead poisoning is pennywise and pound foolish.

It clearly represents a public health initiative in which the cost of
prevention is far less than the cost of treatment and 'the burden on
society of individuals disabled by the condition.

Prevention and management of lead poisoning is.a major chal-

lenge. Lead is pervasive in our environment, particularly in -older

cities with dwellings 3A-ilited with lead-based paint before its dan-

gers were recognizeS Leaded gasoline, has been another major
source of environmental contamination with lead.

Less pervasive hilt equally damaging is the exposure of children

to lead-containing substances brought home from the workplace by

parents.
Particularly in this era of scarce societal resources, it is impera-

tive that approaches to prevention and management be effective
and that they be efficiently deployed. An information system that
accurately identifies populations at risk, facilitates the targeting of
resources to those populations, and permits an ongoing monitoring

of the effectiveness of those resources is more necessary now than

ever before.
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It is no longer sufficient to know that dollars have been sp'ent *on
the problem or that services have been delivered. The takpayer de-
serves to kffow"that the resources are,spent where they are most
needed and in a way that produces a lasting impaCt.

What information do we need to assure the prudent expenditure
of resources?

Almost 200 years ago, our forefathers had the wisdom to insti-
tute regular censuses of the population. Although they did not
know about lead poisoning, the system they devised greatly facili-
tates our understanding of and attack on this and other health
problems.

Figure 1, on the back of my document, shows what knowledge of
the distribution of lead poisoning tells us about the, problem. This
is a chart of the frequency of lead poisoning according to character-
istics of the census tract areas where children live in Baltimore. It
shows that lead poisoning is much more common in areas where
poor people live.

Collection of data on the occurrence of illnesses such as lead poi-
soning according to the area where people live is a responsibility of
departments of health in cities. Few cities collect or display their
data in the way shown in this graph, which was an exhibit that I
prepared for testimony in a recent lawsuit to obtain increased re-
sources for schools in locales with a relativelyhigh proportion of
poor ch i I d ren.

Cities should be encouraged to collect data in this way and
should be. given the resources to help them to do it, for it is the
only way that we have to target resources at the local level to
where they are most needed.

The National Center for Health Statistics, through its ongoing
surveys, also provides useful information. Recent data from one of
those surveys confirmed that children in poor families are much
more likely to have evidence of lead poisoning than other children,
and this is the case for the country as a whole.

Tables 1 and 2 show that lead poisoning primarily occurs among
the poor and in central city areas. The data from this survey also
showed that there' were large declines in blood lead levels between
1976 and 1980 that are directly attributable to reduced use of lead
in gasoline'.

On the basis of these data, collected by the National Center for
Health Statistics, the Environmental Protection Agency reversed
its plan to weaken the restrictions on lead in gasoline. Information
does help to make informed public policy.

The taxpayer has a right to know if our programs, whether they
are organized by Federal agencies, by State agencies, or by local
agencies, are having an impact on the occurrence of lead poisoning.
States and cities should be required to account for their expendi-
tures of funds by demonstrating that they are screening children at
risk and reducing the frequency of lead poisoning, and the Nation-
al Center for Health Stati4ics needs to maintain its surveys so
that Congress can oversee national progress in the attack on this
important health problem.-

The attack on lead poisoning involves screening populations at
risk, treatment of children with evidence of the condition, and in-
terventions to prevent reoccurrence of disease. Techniques for

93
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screening are well established and have high reliability and 1.11id-
ity, if they are applied appropriately and to those who need them.

Medical management is also well established and efficacious. The
major remaining problem is prevention of reoccurrence or progres-
sion .of toxicity. Where toxicity occurs as a result of lead paint in
homes, t-12e standard approach involves scraping lead-containing
paint f\om surfaces that are flaking or that are within the reach of
young.children.

Cities such as Baltimore require landlords to arrange for this
procedure. However, a study in New York indicated that within a
year or two a high proportion of homes that were "abated" in this
manner were again shedding paint chips containing lead.

Clearly, children who have been identified as lead-poisoned must
be followed to assure that they do not have evidence of new eXpo-
sure. It makes no sense to spend resources for screening and treat-
ment if the problem is permitted to recur.

Lead control programs involving Federal funds need to account
for the efficient expenditure of those funds; agencies with responsi-
bility to deal with the problem of lead poisoning should be required
to provide information not only about whether they have identified
those children at risk of lead poisoning but whether their identifi-
cation has led to adequate management and prevented recurrence.

From a physician's vantagea pediatrician's vantageI want to
know that efficacious diagnostic and therapeutic techniques are ap-
plied where they are needed and that they have a lasting effect.

I am concerned that there are plans to decrease the collection of
information about public programs. With shrinking public re-
sources, it is even more important now than it ever was before to
assure that programs are working as they should. With cutbacks, in
funds, we need more information about their effect, not less.

It is of particular concern that the National Center for Health
Statistics plans to reduce the frequency of its data collectionin
the case of the health examination survey from every 5 years to
every 10 yearsand to reduce the number of individuals surveyed
in its household interview survey.

In the latter instance, reductions in the size of the population
that is surveyed makes it increasingly difficult to identify problems
in subgroups of the population at high risk. And, as we have seen
in the case of lead poisoning, it is these subgroups that are at great
risk of health problems.

We cannot target our programs to deal efficiently with health
problems if we do not know precisely where the problems are,
where the resources are going, and whether the resources are ac-
complishing what they are intended to accomplish.

In addition to my concern about the population-based informa-
tion from the National Center for Health Statistics, I am concerned
that the lack of rigorous reporti,ng requirements for lead-poisoning
activities ,:onducted under the block grants will jeopardize the pro-
gram's future.

Without information on the scope and impact of expenditures,
future expenditures cannot be justified and maintenance or in-
crease of funds to continue vital surveillance and treatment activi-
ties may be undermined in budget debate.
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I would hope that Congress would share with me these concerns.
There is no point in supporting scientific and technologic advances
in medical care if ye, as a country, cannot devise a system to
assure that those who need care actually receive it and do so in a
way that results in benefit. We cannot know the extent to which
this is the case unless we insist upon appropriate data collection
and accountability for expenditure of public funds.

Thank you.
(Attachments to Dr. Starfield's prepared statement followl
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TABLE 1 PRECENT OF CHILDREN WITH ELEVATED BLOOD LEAD LEVELS, ACCORDING TO FAMILY

INCOME, UNITED STATES 1976-80

Ltiaa, than S6.0011

$ti COO to $14.9 9

SIS NO or more

seer,:e VHS Ne

family income M raff, White Black

[Id leurcaJ UI Medlcule SeDI 1982

11 6 19

4 2 12

1 1 3

TABLE 2 PRECENT OF CHTLDREN WITH ELEVATED BLOOD LEAD LEVELS, ACCORDING TO DEGREE OF

URBANIZATION

,aces Whlle Black

Large cities 1 affilion or more population)

Central cities 12 5 19

Noncentral cities 4` 4- 1 3

Smaller cities rless than 1 million population) 4 2 ' 10

Rural 2 1 10

. SMarl ..3inDIV ,ffeii .

Sue,ce NCHS Haee,, ,eporled q, New Noel Journal cl Methcme Sept 2. 198?

STATEMENT OF DEVRA DAVIS
Ms. Mixtimxi. Dr. Davis, I understand that you have testimony

to be submitted for the record. Is that correct?
Ms. DAVIS. That is correct.
Ms. Mixulsxi. Where is the testimony?'
Ms. DAVIS. I have it here.
Ms. MIKInsio. Could we hive a copy? Is that your only copy?
Ms. DAVIS. No; that's fine, no problem.
Ms. MIxtnsxi. Now, would you tell us for the record who you are

and the natute of your involvement in lead poisoning screening di-
agnosis and prevention?

Ms. DAVIS. Well, my testimony includes a number of my affili-
ations, but I am here today primarily talking as a neighbor and
parent and urban researcher:

I am on the faculty of Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and
Public Health, and I am also a reviewer for the national toxicology
pi ogram. I am on the goxerning council for the SocietS7 of Occupa-
tional and Environmental Health, and I have a number of other
affiliations and associations.

'I guess I will spare you a reiteration, because in my testimony
every single point that I make has really been made by other .

people here. P would just say that it is appropriate to invoke the
Chinese proverb that says if you don't want to know the answer,
don't ask the question. And right now, this administration is not
asking the question of how pervasive is lead toxicity in our chil-
dren, and it is ironic, as Dr. Silbergeld has remarked, that an ad-
ministration that claims to be so concerned with the welfare of
children is not collecting the minimal data to assess what the
impdct is of a number of major initiatives it is launching on the
health and welfare of our children, as Dr. Starfield has indicated.

I would just tell you briefly about a very personal experietIcej
had in my work at Hopkins, because I think in testimony sqh

9 7
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this it is important to learn about machines and technologies and
how much it costs to do testsbut it is also important to keep in
mind that there are real people involved in these numbers, and I

when I met a lovely smiling 4-year-old little girl much !ke mywould like to. describe a situation I had last if I may,
li

own, who was named Theresa. She was living in an area of east
Baltimore; that you know very well: in a two-bedroom apartment
with her mother, her 14-year-old sister and'her 2-week-old niece
who hfrd just come from the hospital.

I was a little embarrassed ,that I had not noticed in the previous
visit that the 14-year-old w?s pregnant, and all of a sudden, we saw
this child, a low-birth-weight baby..,The home had been deleaded
according to Baltimore code, which says you take the lead off up to
4 feet, and if there is pealing leaded paint above 4 feet, the assump-
tion is th'at the child would not have contact with it.

The deleading.job was done, as many deleading jobs are done in
Baltimore, by picking up labor oncthe street, giving them torches
and letting-them go and take the paint off in that fashion. That
has two effects: It poisons the laborers who never are detected be-
cause they just appear to be a little bit lazter than otherwise might
be, or may be drunk:or have the flu, and it also creates iatrogenic
lead poisoning, because they make more lead chips in these homes
because they have been deleaded improperly.

This little girl was a lovely little girl, but she did not speak com-
plete sentences. After I turned to leave, as I had talked with ,her
mother about what things they could be doing, she looked at 'me
and she said, Mama, me go home by her. In her own way she may
have understood that her home was unsafe. She wanted to come
home With me.

In this part of east Baltimore, Dr. Julian Chisolm reported to the
mayor of Baltimore last year that for more than 20 years, 4 out of
every 5 children in that area have been lead poisoned.

Obviously, the past has not, worked. I look forward to this com-
mittee's deliberations on this problem. I think there is no question
but that we must reinstitute ckeaning programs; otherwise, we
cannot even assess our progress and provide new solutiOns so that
'the Theresas of this world will, not want toAeave their homes.

It so happens the National Zoo here has a. curator who is deter-
mined that the prize pandas cannot eat city-grown bamboo, be-
cause it contains too much lead.

We don't have anyone who can tell us that about our children
right now. It seems that our Children have become not unlike the
*sentinel pheasants of the 1920's that Vernon Houk, of CDC, de-
scribes. These were delicate birds kept in cages on the outskirts of
cities, and when they became sick, public officials knew a new epi-
demic was coming.

The need for warning about our children is past. The epidemic of
lead poisoning of American children demands that we do better,
and I welcome the deliberations .of this committee to reinstitute
lead-screening programs and consider what other programs can be
developed.

Ms. Mann..sic. Thank'you, Dr. Davis. And we.thank you for yo.ur
testimony and hope that you can participate'in the discussions.
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, Before I go to the specific qtkektions to some of, the witnesses, I
have' a couple of general questionsAhat you could help wywith.

The focus of this testimony, and Dr. Davis, you bring up a good
point about the workers who are cleaning up lead, thelbeus of this
testimony has been on children, and I think appropriately so, but
then my questiOn is, what about adults and both in terms of more
specifically, I will come back to you, Dr. Silbergeld, in terms of the
pregnant woman.

But what about the impact of' the lead poisoning on adults? Is
that detected? Is that even paid any attention to, and should we be
concerned about adults and their ramifications for health' needs?
Does anyape have a domment on that?

SIMRGELD. In occupational settings, there have lpeenrainsid-
erable concerns and some monitoring of workers, primarily in
those industries where one woUld expect there to be heavy contact
between workers and lead, such as the smelting.industry, paint.for-
mulation industryand most recently the steelworking industry.

But there has been less pointed concern than perhaps there
should be.'It is always astounding for anyone working in lead to
compare the median or average blood lead levels of any age group
in this couptry with comparable age groups in other countries: It
leads one to a very sobering realization of what a lead-exposed 'pop-
ulation we are.

The median glood leads in a country like Sweden or Belgiurrr or
Germany, all intistrialized countries, and countries with auto-
mobiles that burn leaded,,,fuels, are many points lower than our
own. Median blood lead in.this country, I believe, is somewhere
around 13 mg/100 ml, and in Belgium or Germany it is around 8.
In Sweden, it is about 6. So, we are all in a'state of undue expo-
sure. Dr. Clair Patterson, of the CalifornidInstitute of Technology,
has expressed this very; vigorously and in great detail to the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences. With the child .as the focus of atten-
tion, our realization that the very" young child is mOre liable to the
adverse effects of lead has led to tM logical extension' of that ques-
tion: What about the unborn child, the child in very early stages of
intrauterine development?

As far as we can tell, from some of the very few epidemiological
studies and from the more extensive animal studies; the very, very
young child, the unborn child, is indeed possibly at greater risk
than even the young child, the child 6,months to 2 years, which is
the age group we commonly express conáern about in public
health. -

There is also evidence from the occupational literature in
humans, and' from the animal literature, that lead is a mutagen of
the germ cells. Its effects may beexpressed even before parents
conceive the child, and in some way those effects impact deleteri-
ously upon perhaps specifically the neuronal development--

Ms. MixuLsxi. Would you say that again?
Dr. SILBERGELD. Thqefare now several studies showing that lead

exposure in low levels primarily done in workplace settings, but at
levels that are not--

Ms. Miximsici. Let me see what is happening.
[Discussion held off the record.]
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Dr. SILBERG.ELD..There are several surveys showing that workei's
exposed to lead-producing levels of blood lead which are not that ,
much different from the American ordinary person not exposed oc-
cupationally; that is why I made the remark at the outset.

In,those workers there is alteration of chromqsomes, inhi,tib of

fertility, and increased rate of spontaneous abortion. e is c n-
cern about the child that is not aborted 'and doe's reach term
near term 'and is born alive, but may indeed suffer what appears to
be neurologic damage. .

There is animal data confirming this.
Ms. Mixt.n.sici. Let me say this: You said that soMething had hap-

pened to either of the parents that .ther iH create damage in
their child'even before conception? .

nr. SILBERGELD. That is Correct.',I think for that reason what we
sholild be talking about here is an ex-pansion of the lead screening
program to cover those aspects of maternal and child health that
impinge on the outcome of conception.

Ms. That was my question, and you are talking about
really screening.adults. 4-"

Dr. SILI3ERGELD. That is correct.,
Ms. Mixui.sm. When I asked t,hat question abfout adults, that was

my point.
't Dr. SILBERGELD. The only screening we do now is haphazard,. par-
ticulefly with all the exemptions granted by OSHA in occupational
settings. It should be part of the total public health picture in this
country.

Ms. MixinsKi. Are you talking only about people of so-called
childbearing age; or w
country, including the el

DT. SILBERGELD. Well,
with our childbearing ap

ld you see screening of everyone in this
erly?-
n the case of females, females are born
aratus, and we carry it with us until we

finish tthat process, so the e is really no distinction.
In terms of the male, it is not clear yet whether the effects of

lead on7the germ Cell of the male are on those tissues thaCproduce
sperm or on sperm themselves, which are recreated periodically.

Ms. cMixtm..axi. So, what are you saying?
Dr. SILBERGEF.D. I am saying that lead poisoning is a national

problem which affects--
Ms. MIKULSKI. No; I asked you, Doctor, are you recommending

scree/ling of all adults, or okly those'lof childbearing age?
Dr. SILBERGELD. I think that the prudent procedure would be to

screen all adults certainly up to the end of childbearing age, but
with no lower cutoff point.

Ms. DAVIS. And if I filay comment on the kind of screen that
would be efficient there, it costs about 20 cents to do an erythro-
cyte protoporophoria screen. This is a very expensive test that can
be done with a finger stick. That is a very expensilie test that could
be done for all persons of childbearing age, as well with children.

Dr. STARFIELD. I might point out that the very data systems that
give us information on the prevalence of high lead levels in chil-
dren also give us information on adults. The National Center 'of
Health Statistics surAy- did do blood levels on adults so you. can
deduct fronf that survey populations that are at high risk whether
they are children or adults.
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Ms. IVInctitsm. Let me come' right back. We probably have an-
other 15 minutes worth of questioning.

`[Briti recess.]
MS. MnctitsKI. We are:going to resume the proceedings and we

will probably meet for about another 10 minutes.
Dr. Silbergeld, I have another question for you.
We talked about the type of screening. Earlier we heard froth

Mr, Johnson abou't other sourceS for lead in addition to two that
we know, paint and gasoline. You heard the questions I raised, par-
ticularly about food and water sitpplj7. Coulob you tell me what is
your estimate about how severe or dangerous those sources would
be?

1. SILBERGELD. Well, .first,' airborne lead and specifically lead
usea as an antiknock additive in gasolinw ip probably the final
source of a- lot of the other sources of lead1 that we take ,into oqr
bodies. That is, as Mr. Johnson pointed out, most of the lead in
foodaside from the special cases of the lead solder in canscomes
from ultimately the combustion,of lead in vehicles.

A lot of the lead in water comes-Nom the same source. YOu have
fallotft of gasoline,. lead which entes surface water, migrates to
ground water, and is takcen up by drinking water supplies.

In addition, there are some special cases, including one which is
raising,concern curiently, that is, the contribution of leaded4ater-
pipes, particularly in urba9, areas. Now, the plumbo-solvency of
piping, that is the ability of piping to leach lead into drinking
watel,, is directly correlated witIhthe acidity of the water. This may
raise some other questions related to clean air. As water becomes
more acid, and this has been ddmonstratesd in Glasgow, the amount
of leadthat is dissolved in the water can go up. Indeed there was a
sort of mini-epidemic of-mild mental retardation among children in
Glasgow, who were drinking wat9r which wes held in lead-lined
containers,in their houses. The reason why the lead came out of
the containers was because the water was unusually acid. So that
is another area of concern.

You asked also about the contribution of lead in home gardening.
There is, interestingly enough, a study that has been done in Balti-
'more oftihe content, of lead in fruits, vegetables, and(leafy vegeta-

: bles, specifically tomatbes in home gardens growrqin--three inner
city neighborhoods in Baltimore, as well as the con'tent of the lead
in the soil of those gardens. The results are to be submitted for
publicatibn to the New England 'Journal of Medicine. .They are
really quite astounding. V,:ery, very high concentrations were
found, some in neighborhoods where there is no lead-painted hous-
ine so it appears to be quite directly correlated with traffic pat-
terns and airborne lead. Obviously, the direct sources of lead for
ingestion would be for peoOle working or playing in their gardens,
children playing in the dirt in those gardens, and people eating
foodstuffs:from those gardens.

Ms. Knctitsxr." This would be a question for 'all three of you. Do
you feel that the States and local governments, dg you think they
are equipped to perform an ongoing monitoring programI'm
going to 'come back noiv o statisticsa monitoring prbgram simi-
lar to what is being done a DC?
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Dr. STARFIELD. Some States and some-cities are. Most are not. It
is my impression, and I believe it is correct, that the CDC collects
national data. It .does not collect data by census tracts. So it is
.unable, really, to tell me exactly what areas of cities have the
greatest problem.

I hace as,ked them for that information and tliCy indicate that
they don't collect that way. So there is an enormous amount that
we can do in terms of technical assistarice to help cities and States

'develop data systems that can shoW where the problem§ really are.
The capacity is poorlY developed and only ih pbme places.

Ms.Mtxtmsm. Do you feel that if we esTablish a lead program
back as a categorical program, placed responsibility back at CDC,
that some of the problems that you addrus, Dr. Starfield, would be
met?

Dr. STARFIELD. I think that it would go a long way forward. I
woyld not like to see a stop though of what was done before be-
cause there were some gaps in our knowledge before. We rould not
really tell the extent to which 'our programs were as,sti ing that
children who are screened and found positive and 'then their homes
were abated were, in,fact, becoming repoisoned. There was no way
to follow up specific children to see the extent to which they were
cured.

SO there is a lot more we could do .in terms of data and the very
beginning would be to go back to where we were and that is at the
very minimum.

Ms. DAVIS. ,On that point if I may add, the Center for Disease
.Control reported, I think this February, that there has been 20,000
children who were under medical supervision for lead toxicity at,a
time.when the: estimated'600,000 required this supet'vision.

Now that suggests that we were, in fact, medically treating less
than 10 percent of all children who may hate required medical
treatment and that suggests to me that we certainly, as Dr, Star-
field just said, needed to have screening at a minimum but also
needed to have more detailed followup:

Ms. Mixtmsm. Well, one of the things that concerns us is that
,that goes back to State and data gathering, that States are re-
quired to submit annual reports to the Secretary of HHS on which
way they spent their money.

The form a,nd cgritents of these reports is to be determined by
the Secretary. It is Mr. Waxman's- understanding and iine, howev-
er, that the Secretary Teft to the State,the judgment.as to what
these annual reports contain and when they should be submitted.
So far, no State has submitted a report for fiscal year ending Sep-
tember 30, so that there is now no uniformity and continuity, and I
have, again, two questions.

Would you expect States to submit the information necessary to
demonstrate 'effective targeting and accountability with fespect to
lead screening, and if the .States don't submit this information to
the Secretary, is there any other source for this data?

Dr. STARFIELD. I would not expect the State§ to do it. It takes
some work to put together good data.'

Traditionally,. what is done in reporting is, one reports head
countsnot evan head counts, just the numbers of things, numbers
of children screened, and you can't' tell from the reports whether
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they are the same children being screened twice or three times or
five times, and you can't tell Whether the kids who need' to be
screened are getting screened. All you know is, this y,ear,,we
screened so many; next year so many, and so many less. That is
not useful as far as public accountability or expenditures of funds.
, I have forgotten now the second part of the question.

Ms. Mixinsm. If we don't get it from the States, is there any
other place to get it?

Dr. STARFIELD. Oh, yes. The only other place to get information
on where the problems are, are the surveys for the National
Health Center for Health Statistics.

You know the plan is to cut back on the frequency of those sur-
veys.

Dr. SILBERGELD. And they also use the Center for Disease Control
lead screening program for their primary data.

Ms. Mixvism. Talk into the microphone because we can't.hear
for thee record.

Dr. SILBERGELD. The Hanes health examination and nutritional
survey does do lead levels.

MS. MIKULSKI. If you are going to engage in a colloquy, make it -
for the record.

Dr. STARFIELD. They contract with CDC to do it but it is a nation-
al' probability sample that they do it on.

Dr. SILBERGELD. Another point, juit 'to exemplify something Dr.
Starfield mentioned, is the issue of appropriate targeting so that
you are picking up children at the greatest risk for the adverse ef-

4 fects of lead.
We can get ourselves convinced of a mythology of lead poisoning

that it is only associated with old housing in disrepair and there-
fore we talk about screening programs in that target. Certainly,

L. without the guidance of good statistics and good data, that is likely
to happen. But I remind you that the important study which point-
ed out the effects of low levels of lead, these so-called symptomatic
or subclinical exposures, was done on children who never would
have been targeted if we relied on this kind of folk wisdom. Those
were the children in Chelsea, Mass., studied by Needlemen and his
co-workers Sat Harvard. These were not inner-city lead-belt chil-
dren.

Ms. Mixur-Vi. Well, I want to thank all three of you and every-
. one who participated in this hearing, and also the cheering squad. I

see a group ehat has been in the back of thei room nodding in ap-
proval, shaking their head 'in disgust, wringing their hands in.
dismay. -

May I ask who you are?
Ms. BETTY ROBINSON. We are from the lead poisoning prgention

program in Washington, D.C. We are some of the workers.
Ms. Mixur.sm. -Well, we welcome you here and obviously Slour

heart is in the right place and if only our budget met that.
We appreciate the plata that you presented to us and also I think,

in addition to your ' own testiniony, the previous witnesses who
really talked about the national, consequences of undetected screen-

. ing and undetected followup.
think some new information has come to light, on,e of which,is

,the issue of abatement which I think, being that as we went about

f
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fixing the problem we did not realize that while we were fixing it
we were creatink more problems, which goes again to housing pro-
grams in cities and the kind of workers, and then the impact on
workers I think which.is new.

Then also we appreciate the fact that you so very .clearly.stated
whaegasoline content Means, not only in terms of air and breath-
ing but in terms of soil, water, and then when you mentioned the
urban garden ,program in Baltimore for people helping themselves
what this would mean.

That is very startling testimony 'that we literally are kiling our-
selves and our children. So, we thank you for that testimony.

I would like to leave the record open until such time as the Chair
chooses to close it because I know he wishes to submit additional
information.

I feel secure in saying that I belieye that the Chair will begin to
examine how we can restore- this to a categorical program and im-
plement some of the recommendations that are made today for
both thp humanitarian and economic reasons that have been
stated.

I have-not given up on-the idea of CHAP. It is great to have cate-
gorical programs, and obviously categorical programs do jobs that
blOck grants don't do, but I ultimately believe that if we are going
to protect the needs of our children, we need a comprehensive pro-
gram that meets thet needs of children from conception all the way
through the time of, maturity, and that by establishing that kind of
program, by establishing the principles that we want to achieve in
that f.i'rogram, both preventive that would go beyond early diagnos-
tiC and screening programs, that we know have their limitations to
really meet that because it is lead poisoning we have to look out
for; at the same time, those other concerns we have about learning
disabilities and all the things that go into early detection and
screening.

So we will adyâoate a return to the categorical, I still believe we
need a CHAP. So we thank you for coming and we appreciate it .
very much.

[The following letter was received for the record:]

41.
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' STATE OF LLLINOIS

F V SUE OP Ifttam GOV17112NOR

SPRINGFIELD 62706
44MESR THOMPSON

Categorical Funding for Lead Posioning Prevention Programs

,44

It is the position of the Illinois Department ofiPublic Health that any
fragmentation of the Maternal and Child Health Services Block Grant would be
deleterious to the administration of public health programs in communities
throughout the state.

The concept of health block grants has given states new flexibility to work wit;

*Focal areas, to permit funding and program flexibility to meet *Focal needs. The

reduction in need for administrative oversight of many small programs has helped
strengthen health services in a time of reduced funding. The Illinois lead
poisoning prevention seryices is a case in point.

Historically, prevention of lead poisoning, particularly from lead based paint
has been a significant health initiative at both the state and local public healt4

_levels. As part of the earlier Federal demonstration efforts, Illinois expanded
efforts toeliminate and control :this problem, with particular emPhasis on the
problem of lead based paint in older homes in urban areas. Using a combination of

Federal, state and local resources, the Illinois initiative met and continues to

meet the specific local needs. Where appropriate, the local programs address this
problem and address it with the level of available resources which best meets the

local need. For example, the City of ChiCago has reduced its projected number of
screenings from approximately 40,000 children to 30,000 because, in part, of the

declining number of houses with lead based paint. In the remainder of the
state/local agencies we expect to increase our scteenings from 16,817 in 1981 to

approximately 17,500 in 1982. In addition, in the past 12 months the state has seen

an increase tn the number of agencies, including local hearfh depprtments, which are

using local resources to provide lead poisoning screenings and follow-up services.

The flexibility of resources inherent in _block grants has helped order

priorities at the local level without prescriptive categorical oversight at theGD

state level, oversight which may well miss direct need service levels.

pismanteling the block grants will not help states and localities in assuring

maximum service dollars fol' locally determined hlth needs. Congress should

provide the time necessary for states to develop and evaluate the blodk grant

concept. We believe that width time and a reasonably secure resource base the

effectiveness of this approach in meeting the local needs, such as preventing lead

poisonin:, can be demonstrated.

* Hearing date: 12/2/82

[Whereupon,.at 1:10 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.]
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